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Abstract

It was the main objective of this particular thesis to deterrnine whether the
experiences of the Greater Toronto Area with respect to patterns in the redistribution of
its population, were similar to those in urban areas of other developed nations around the
globe. dthough a plethora of studies were carried out relating to the counterurbanization
phenomenon during the late seventies and early eighties in these other countries, to this
point few have been carried out in a Canadian context. In light of this, in completing this
thesis. first, we hope to contribute to the literature by highlighting patterns of population
distribution in the GTA from 1971-91, utilizing the hoover index of concentration as the
primary means of doing this. The results suggest a pattern of population redistribution
away from the core, favouring municipalities peripheral to this area. Second, through
careful consideration of the key criticisms put forth relating to the study of the
counterurbanization phenornenon, we have determined the validity of each in tenns of the

extent to which they would affect the observed trends in the distribution of the GTA's
populations. The results of this analysis offer evidence in support of the 'metropolitan
overspill' hypothesis which interprets these trends in the redistribution of population
away from the core as the continuation of the process of suburbanisation, only an

accelerated level of the phenomenon. Finally, in realizing the importance of studying
economic actir,'ity alongside any trends in the redistribution of population, analvsis of data
from the Transportation Tomorrow Surveys of 1986, 9l, & 96 has been completed. Once
again, we find the results of this analysis lend additional support to the 'metropolitan
overspill' hypothesis.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Research Problem

From the onset of the industrial revolution through to the early seventies, there

was little disagreement that urbanization, described as the existence of a positive relation

between settlement size and population growth (Fielding, 1982),was the dominant trend

within developed nations around the world. Amongst population geographers and policy

analyst, there existed a general consensus that continued urbanization and the decline of

the peripheral regions was inevitable (Alonso, lg77). Since that time, a marked swing in

population trends in favour of peripheral regions, medium to smaller sized cities and rural

areas has taken place. Characterized by various academics as the 'nonmetropolitan

turnaround' (Fuguitt, 1985), 'metropolitan deconcentration (Bourne, 1980) or

.counterurbanization' as Berry (1g76) first coined it, no matter how one chooses to label

the phenomenon, the existence of this new trend was undeniable. Although consensus on

the exact def-rnition of the term does not exist to this day, 'counterurbanization'

nonetheless began to gain acceptance as the most popular term used to describe this

newly recognized trend in population redistribution patterns. Defining

counterurbanization as a process of demographic deconcentration' beyond that of

suburbanisation or metropolitan decentralization, Berry 0976)' went on to state that

.,counterurbanization has replaced urbanization as the dominant force shaping the



nation's settlement patterns"(p.17). In making such a statement, Berry triggered ongoing

debate amongst academics interested in the phenomenon as to whether these trends do in

t'act represent the fall of urbanization as the dominant trend amongst developed nations.

While some went as far as labelling these developments 'a clean break with the past',

critics explained these newly discovered trends as nothing more than the 'accelerated

outward growth and overspill of metropolitan areas' into their exurban surroundings,

dismissing it as merely the continuation of the suburbanisation process.

Although the existence of the counterurbanization phenomenon was conirrmed in

many developed nations around the world, to this point few studies have attempted to

study counterurbanization in a Canadian context. In light of this, it is our main objective

to study the existence or absence of the phenomenon in a Canadian context. Following

this, we will turn our attention to the controversy surrounding the 'clean break'

hypothesis proposed by Vining and Strauss (1977). If a'clean break' with past trends is

to be recognized in Canada. then our analysis must demonstrate that we have experienced

growth beyond the commuting shed of the metropolitan core.

In comparison to the aforementioned issues, explanations have received

considerably less attention. Although numerous explanations have been put forth, any

attempt at a single explanation would appear simplistic due to the fact that reasons for the

reversal are multifaceted and incompletely understood to this point. Sant and Simons

(1993) state that "it is difficult, if not impossible to establish the primacy of any single

cause...". Instead, authors tend to group respective explanations into exclusive categories,

trying to make sense of the many explanations offered. One of the more popular methods
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of categorizing for example, is to group factors according to economic and non-economic

criteria. Although without doubt, a variety of factors are involved, the one widely

excepted viewpoint is the importance of studying economic activity alongside any shifts

in population. Although shifts in population may appear counterurban, the level of

economic ties to the core could either remain constant or simultaneously be increasing.

Therefore although people are increasingly choosing to reside outside the core, its

dominance in terms of economic activity may not be jeopardized. In light of this, it is our

final objective to study the redistribution of economic activity with the intentions of

demonstrating whether these ties to the core are diminishing alongside any shifts in

population.

1.21 Study area

Although a plethora of studies on counterurbanization exist for numerous

developed nations around the globe, literature in relation to the Canadian experience has

been somewhat lacking in comparison. In response to the request by Joseph et al (1988),

for more detailed studies in relation to the existence of the phenomenon in Canada, the

main objective of this analysis has been to determine both the extent and development of

counterurban tendencies in a Canadian context. The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is the

centre of a wide range of activities" including industry, business, non-profit and cultural

organizations, social services, research and recreation. Therefore, along with representing

1.2 Methods of Analvsis



one of Canada's few large scale, internationally competitive urban economies, it also

features a diverse set of relationships among human, natural, cultural and financial

resources, somewhat similar to that of other large urban regions such as Vancouver and

Montreal. Because the economic vitality of Ontario and Canadato acertain extent

depends on these large urban centres, the study and understanding of any demographic

and/or economic trends which may be developing in these areas is very important. As the

largest urban region in both the province and the country, the GTA has obvious

demographic and political importance. In recognition of this, the Greater Toronto Atea,

has been selected as the primary area of study. In light of the fact that there are a number

of definitions relating to exactly what area constitutes the GTA, we define it in a similar

fashion to that of the Transportation Tomorrow Survey (TTS) of 1986. For the purposes

of this particular thesis, the area including lhe 32 census subdivisions within the Regions

of Metropolitan Toronto, Hamilton-lYentworth, Halton, York, Peel and Durham

respectively, will comprise the GTA (see frgure 1).

1.212 Proftle of the GTA

Founded in 1793 as York on Lake Ontario, what is now the City of Toronto was

incorporated as a city in 1834, at which time it had a population of 9000. tn 1867. when

several provinces confederated to create Canada, Toronto, housing about 50,000, became

the permanent capital of Ontario. Following a rapid growth spurt between the 1880s and

7912, nearly 15% of Ontario's population resided within the boundaries of Toronto.

Between l9l2 and 1940, the city experienced only modest levels of growth. In contrast,

during the next fifty years, Toronto experienced record levels of growth, developing into
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what is now one of Canada's most prominent urban areas, the Greater Toronto Area. ln

1940 the city itself housed approximately 650,000, while the urbanized region counted

well over 900,000. In i953, Metropolitan Toronto was officially established. As a result

of its location, historical growth, transit availability, diversified business activities, and

traditional monocentric urban structure, development remained focussed on the inner core

of Central Toronto for many years. Following this, residential and employment areas

surrounding the core then began to grow becoming the suburbs of the 1950's and 1960's,

which eventually would develop into intermediate centres of employment and

commercial activities. With the exception of the late seventies, Toronto continued to

afrract migrants from other regions of Canada as well as streams of immigrants from

overseas (Lemon, 1991). As a result, the urban area experienced growth along the major

transportation networks of Yonge Street, Highway #401 and the Queen Elizabeth Way

(Q.E.W.) as a more polycentric urban structure began to develop.

Alongside the rapid growth in population, Toronto also experienced a level of

household growth which actually 'outstripped' the growth of population and tamily units.

therefore reducing the average number of persons per dwelling unit (Miron, 1977).

According to the previous author, this decline in average household size can bd mainly

attributed to three trends. First, the rise of the one person household, which in 1976

approximately two thirds of all households in the GTA were of this type. Second,

decreasing average family size and finally, the increasing tendencies of families to avoid

sharing a household with other persons or families. Evidence of the latter can be obtained

from census data on 'households by family composition', for the census years between
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195 1 and 1976. While the number of one person households grew substantially at a

compounded rate of 10.60/o during this period, the number of one family households with

additional persons present and multiple family households either remained stable or

declined slightly in this respect. Therefore, some amount of the total growth in

households in Toronto can at least in part be attributed to 'undoubling', or the

establishment of separate households by families or individuals (i.e. those thought to be in

difficult economic circumstances), who previously resided in a dwelling shared with other

people (Miron, 1977). The author goes on to discuss some underlying shifts in the

demographic structure of Toronto's population which have had important repercussions

on household formation. First, the maturing post-war baby boom, which from the mid -

1960's to mid - 1980's was the cause of substantial new household formation. Second.

changing attitudes towards marriage and divorce. Third, the changing living arrangements

of young single adults and the elderly widowed who are more likely to live on their own.

Each of the above, individually and in combination have been key contributing factors in

the formation of the previously mentioned patterns in household development.

During the late seventies, Toronto surpassed Montreal as the most populous city

in Canada. while the urban structure began to resemble a more polycentric form, as the

developing areas sulrounding the core matured. In addition, the core's population base

continued to change from retired, elderly, empty nesters to younger, professional, double

income family units who could afford the rising cost of living in the core area. (Coppack

and Robins,1987). As a result of Toronto's dynamic, diversified economy, the city has

also become the preeminent financial centre of the country. By 1991, what is now the
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Greater Toronto Area, spanning the Lake Ontario between Stoney Creek and Newcastle

and north to Lake Simcoe, contained over 4.5 million people, nearly half the population

of Ontario. The majority of this population, 3.7 million, resided within the Toronto

Census Metropolitan Area (CMA), a geographical unit whose boundary has changed over

time to reflect the spatial extent of the local labour market. Althoueh the six

municipalities comprising Metropolitan Toronto still accounted for nearly 50% of this

population in 1991, between 1981 and lggl,this proportion significantly decreased. This

trend can at least partially be explained as a result of the significantly higher growth rates

of rapidly developing peripheral municipalities during the same time period.

l.22TheData

1.221 Pooulation and Area Data

The primary source of data which will be utilized for the demographic analysis

has been extracted from a pre-existing database labelled 'ONTPOP', created specihcally

for the type of analysis which will be completed for this thesis. 'ONTPOP' is an arc-info

based boundary ftle, consisting of population and area data for 1036 census subdivisions

within Ontario, for the census years 1986 and 1991. Each census subdivision within the

database had previously been coded by a value of 1,2 or 3, identifuing it as being part of a

'census Metropolitan Area', 'census Agglomeration' or'other' classification

respectively. In respect of the unique circumstances and experiences of Indian Reserves

in terms of migration, population developments and economic activity, these particular

census subdivisions were not given one of the previous classifications and therefore were
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excluded from the analysis.

1.222 Census Data

A second source of data which is of equal importance for the demographic

analysis' is the census data on populations collected at the rever of the census subdivision.

For each of the census years 1971 ,'76, and 1981, population figures were recorded in a

spreadsheet format.

In addition, certain records within 'oNTPoP' required editing as the database was

incomplete or in some cases required updating. Therefore, population information for

these records was also obtained from the Statistics canada census publications.

1.223 TTS Dota

The Transportation for Tomorrow survey (TTS), was the first area-wide survey of
its kind since the 1964 Metro Toronto Area and Region Transportation Study

(MTARTS). Each TTS has been completed as part of a comprehensive program to

monitor and study travel patterns in the GTA. For each household surveyed, information

regarding attributes of the household, residents of the household and, tripsmade on the

day previous to that of the survey by household members, have been collected for a

stratified sample' Following the completion of the collection phase, each record was then

given an expansion factor to represent the total population in the GTA, defined as the

ratio of the number of TTS household samples to census dwelling units in an aggregation

district' The first TTS was conducted in 1986, and since that time has been the primary

source of information for transportation pranning in the GTA.

The survey of 1986 was completed with hopes that it would be the first of an
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ongoing data collection program. After much debate, it was decided that 1991 would be

the year of the next survey. While the 1986 survey, in interviewing 62,000 households

had a sample target rate of 5Yo, the 1991 TTS, which would turn out to be more of an

update of the previous survey, interviewed only 25,000. Areas which experienced a high

growth rate from the previous census (17% or above), would be sampled at the same rate

as 1986, whereas, areas with a lower growth rate had a target sample rate of 0.5%. In

addition to concentrating more on high growth areas, the 1991 TTS also set out to obtain

information on trips coming into the GTA from the external households located in the

'fringe' area of the original 6 regions included in the 1986 survey. Defining the fringe as

a oband of local municipalities immediately adjacent to the initial study area', a random

sample of households (2200 in total) from the 'fringe' were also included in the 1991

survey in order to meet the needs of communities near the outer boundaries.

As with the first two surveys, the 1996 TTS was timed to coincide with the five

year cycle of the Canada Census. As opposed to an update, as was done in 1991. this

survey would be new, with a target sample range of 4.5Yoto 5Yo. With the inclusion of the

Niagara Region, Waterloo Region, City of Guelph, Wellington County, Town of

Orangeville, Simcoe County, City of Barrie, Victoria County, City of Peterborough and

Peterborough County, a total of 1 15,000 households were interviewed, deeming this to be

the largest survey of the three.
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1.23 Methodology

It is the intention of this thesis first, to describe developments in terms of

population redistribution patterns within the GTA. Using the population and area data set

described previously, the existence of counterurban tendencies in the GTA will be tested.

Perhaps the most easily understood statistic of concentration is the Hoover Index, named

after its originator Edgar Hoover. The Hoover Index for K zonal areas is given by;

Where P', is the proportion of the population residing in area (i) at time (t), and A, is the

proportion of the nation's area taken up by subarea (i). The index obtains values between

0. for a for a 'perfectly uniform' distribution, and 100 for a 'perfectly concentrated' one.

An index value greater than zero, indicates the percentage of the population that has to be

redistributed in order to achieve an even distribution of population (Kanaroglou and

Braun. 1992). Through the calculation of the index of concentration using the census

subdivision as the basic unit of analysis, we will first look at the experience of the GTA

overall. Following the work of Vining and Strauss (1977), who used the county as their

basic unit of analysis, then built increasingly larger areas based on these units, CSDs

within each region will be aggregated and the experiences of each individual region, in

terms of population concentration within the context of the GTA will be examined.

Gordon (1979) suggests computing the index for sets of regions which are exhaustive, as

1K1/.=aIa-u
L j=l I 

r,,-'1,ltoo
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well as for subsets of regions in order to observe trends in the index that are not affected

by trends in other subsets of regions. Therefore, in light of this, we examine each of the

above regions as a subset to discover whether the experience of the more populated

regions are the cause of inaccurate index values for less populous regions. Following

this, descriptive statistics will be utilized in determining municipal outliers in terms of

their overall level of concentration and their population growth rates discussed in order to

highlight where the major growth and decline is occurring.

one of the major focal points of the literature relating to counterurbanization is

the controversy sulrounding core/periphery, metropolitan/nonmetropolitan, urban/rural

analysis' In light of this, the next objective will be an examination of this issue in the

GTA' one of the key criticisms relating to analysis of this nature is the issue of defining

core and peripheral regions and how one distinguishes between the two. Depending on

how these areas are actually defined, very different results can be obtained using the same

data' Mccarthy and Morrison (1977),note the importance of considering both the degree

of concentration as well as proximity to the core metropolitan area, realizrng that grorvth

of suburban communities immediately adjacent to the core can influence observed

patterns' Although one could easily prematurely conclude a particular metropolitan area

has been experiencing counterurban tendencies without considering proximity to the core,

it is possible that the process of suburbanisation is largely responsible for these overall

patterns' Therefore, in hopes of adequately addressing this issue, the core will be

overbound and the previous analysis will again be carried out with the newly defined core

and peripheral areas. once sufficient insight into the previous issue has been given, the
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GTA will itself be overbound to include CSDs located within immediately adjacent

regions in order to examine whether these particular regions outside the commuting shed

of the Toronto CMA are experiencing significant levels of growth. Although to this point

our analysis has been limited to CSDs within the GTA, it is important to examine any

growth outside the main commuting shed of Metropolitan Toronto. If in fact these

regions display significant levels of growth beyond the levels experienced by the Toronto

CMA, the 'metropolitan overspill' hypothesis can be rejected.

Finally, CSDs within the overbound study area will be categorized as being part of

a 'CMA', 'CA' or'Other' development. Following this, analysis in terms of the

contribution of each category to the overall levels of concentration in the GTA will be

conducted in hopes of fuither testing the notion that smaller sized cities, outside the

influence of the metropolitan core are experiencing significant levels of growth.

Once the existence/nonexistence of the phenomenon has been established

demographically. analysis with respect to trends in the redistribution of economic activity

will then be completed. Returning to the use of the original study area, which includes all

CSDs within the regions of Halton, Peel, York, Durham, Metropolitan Toronto and

Hamilton Wentworth, first, changes in the magnitude of commutes with a core

destination, then trips with a core origin will be analysed. Next, we will determine the

changing magnitude of trips having both a core origin and a peripheral destination,

followed by the examination of inter-core activity over the same time period. It is

through the completion of the previous analysis of commutes that we will offer some

insight into the controversy surrounding the question of the core's dominance decreasing
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primarily in terms of population, or whether its economic dominance in terms of beins

the net attracter of trips from its suburban communities is also deteriorating.

If in fact the core is losing its long held dominance both in terms of population

and level of commutes, the question is, where exactly are preferences headed? Although

traditionally, as a result of the monocentric urban structure of the area. the urbanized core

has been the recipient of the majority of commutes from its suburbs, perhaps these

suburbs are increasingly becoming more independent as the urban structure increasingly

resembles a polycentric one. Whereas in the past, Toronto, the central area, dominated in

terms of the concentration of business, goverrrment, institutions and cultural and

recreational activities, perhaps certain suburban municipalities are developing into

intermediate centres as multi-nucleations continue to develop and mature. In light of this

possibility, our next task will be to analyse the directionality of commutes in determining

whether the magnitude of commutes from the urbanized core to particular suburbs are

increasing. If in fact these CSDs in the suburbs are gaining popularity with respect to

being the destination of commutes from the urban core, then in addition to the

redistribution of population away from the core, this should be sufficient evidence that

perhaps the dominance of the core is in fact diminishing in all respects. With a recent rise

in population over recent decades and a subsequent increase in the level of commutes for

both work and discretionary purposes, it would be apparent that these suburban

communities are perhaps becoming more self-sufficient, with traditional ties to the

urbanized core weakening with time. It should be noted at this point that a certain degree

of error should be expected due to the limited size of the stratified sample. Although
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some general conclusions will be drawn in relation

relative magnitude of trips, caution should be taken

results.

to changes in the directionality and

with any fuither interpretation of the

It is the intention of the final section of the commuting analysis to offer some

preliminary insight into the notion of balanced, self-contained developments in the GTA,

while emphasising the previous conclusions. Through the calculation of specific indices

of both balance and self-containment, the experiences of particular census-subdivisions in

these respects will be discussed. Although the balance index is simply the,ratio of
resident worker,c to jobs in a particuler ereo' , or more specifically , the number of people

seeking jobs locally and the local availabitity ofjobs I the indices of self-containment

require further explanation. The two seltcontainment indices presented in this section,

Independence artd Retention respectively, both of which are based on actual trip

behaviour' will be derived from data on the levels of in and out-commuting within census

subdivisions in the GTA. while the former is measured as the number of work trips tltat

are internal to an area, divided by the sum of work trips out and the work trips in, the

later is calculated by dividing the number of internal trips by the sum of internot trips

und the trips going out of an area.

In addition to the implications of our results, the final chapter will consist of some

concluding remarks with respect to trends in the redistribution of both population and

economic activities in the GTA.



2.0 Background

2.1I THE DEBATE

A plethora of concepts and terms exist in relation to the counterurbanization

phenomenon. In light of this, considerable confusion exists in regards to the distinct

meaning of the term counterurbanization and associated concepts. Although there has

been a tendency to regard 'population turnaround', 'deconcentration'. and

'counterurbanization'as svnonymous, the significantly different meanings for each term

should be noted. While'turnaround' refers to movement back to areas of previous loss.

'decentralization'usuallv involves development within the sphere of influence of the

centre from which it originates. 'Counterurbanization', perhaps the most used detinitiol.

is the occurrence of a net outflow of people from large urban or metropolitan centres to

smaller settlements and rural areas, beyond the influence of these metropolitan centres.

For Berrv, counterurbanization is a process,of population deconcentration.

implying the movement from a state of more concentration to a state of less concentration

(Berry 1976, 1980)- All evidence drawn upon by Berry in suppon of the phenomenon in

the U.S'' involved shifts down the scale of concentration. Evidence put forth by Berry

included: (1) the faster growth of the west and South relative to the northeast ancl nortl-i

central areas' (2) the rapid growth of the snraller metropolitan centres in the sunbelt and

the decline of the larger metropolitan centres in the norlheast; (3) the re'ersal of the

l6
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traditional net migration flow out of non-rnetropolitan America; (4) the outrvard

expansion of the cities'commuting fields; and (5)The emergence of more dispersed and

multi-nodal urban regions. In light of his e'idence, Berry Og76),goes on to state that ,,a

turning point has been reached in the American experience. counterurbanization has

replaced urbanization as the dominant trend in the nations settlement patterns,, (p l7)

Although Berry's definition seems quite clear and the evidence he draws upon

appears in support of his conclusions, aspects of his evidence can be utilizecl in support

of opposing academics. These advocates simply view these new developments in

population distribution trends as the continuance of the longstanding outward growth of
large metropolitan areas, not a 'turning point' in the urban experience as Berry coined it.

Supporters of this hypothesis sinply see the rnetropolitan centres as extending be_vo'd the

fbrmerly defined boundaries. Gordon (lg7g)argued that a continued 'wave,of urba'

decentralization as well as rural growth seemed to be in progress. The ,wal,e, 
theon,

suggests rve might be observing some verv traditional trends: growtli takes place at the

centre of smaller cities and becomes even more rernoved tior' the centre as the crtv gets

larger' From this continuing debate, tr.vo schools of thought have emereed. The first

explains the change in distribution trends as "an accelerated overspill of metropolitan

areas into their exurban surroundings" (Regionar pranning Association. r975. p._54).

while the second believes these new developments represent a 'clean break with past

trends' (vining and Strauss, 1977). McCarthy and Morris on (]977)acknowledge rhe

opposition to the clean break noting that although metropolitan spillover clearlir continues

to contribute to nonmetropolitan growth in the 1970s, it is no longer the only factor
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involved' Zelins$ (1977) makes note of the fact that although much of the metropolitan

to nonmetropolitan flow is attributable to the ever broadening extension of our

metropolitan complexes, "the claim that we are merely witnessing the logical

continuation of past trends simply will not do" (p.176).

After applying the Hoover Index of concentration at scales ranging from broad

qeographical divisions dor.vn to the individual county in the U.S., Vining and Strauss

(1977) found that all scales of analysis indicated deconcentration, signifiiing a ,clean

break' from the past for them.

Robert and Randolph ( 1983) see counterurb anization as the result of both

'decentralization' and 'deconcentration'. While the former describes the movement of

people from inner cities to other urban areas w'ithin the urban system, the latter invo6,es

movement down the urban hierarchy and beyond the daily urban system (i.e. rural or

remote areas). With reference to the 'clean break' hypothesis, these authors sugtest that

counterurbanization evolved out of decentralization but later resembled a pattern of

deconcentration.

Opposition of the 'clean break' advocates pose the argument that grolyth ."r,irhip

the metropolitan commuting field is merely a continuation of the process of

suburbanisation. A 'clean break' can only be recognized if grolrth is not simplv a result

of or response to metropolitan spillover. Coombes, Dalla Longa and Raybould ( l9g9) in

addition, suggest that a fundamental clean break r.vould require that gror.vth ancl decline

are no longer related to the urban hierarchy, and would have no systematic reiationship to

the size of an area.
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"Decentralizationis not confined to metropolitan sprawl. It affects non-

metropolitan counties, well removed from metropolitan influence" (Beale 1975, p.7)

Beale fbund that though counties lying adjacent to metropolitan areas were growing more

rapidly than those further removed. the difference between the two annual grow.th rates

(1 '1%) was relatively small, and much narrower than it had been in the previous decade.

For Beale- this was the more impressive fact. Subsequent studies by Morrison and

wheeler (1976) r,vho used the term "rurar renaissance" in describing the trend and

Nlccarthy and Morrison (1977) confirmed these conclusions.

Fielding ( 1982) outlines a method of dealing with the issue of metropolitan

spillover. [f each area is defined in terms of a'functional labour market', meanine all

areas lying within an urban centres'cornmuting catchnent are assigned to that area.

change within a functional labour market area will be regarded as either suburbanisation

or local decentralization.

The preceding debate between the trvo schools of thought lead to further

disagreement' relating to how one distinguishes betr.veen metropolitan\ nonrrretropolitap.

core\ peripherv and urban\ rural. Long and DeAre (i982) state that the distincticn

between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan is replacing the traditional urban\ rural

distinction. Although the latter distinction is based on residents alone. the former embodv

both a spatial element (a city and its associated suburbs), and an economic dimension (a

unified local labour market), therefore consisting of both urban and rural aspects.

X4cCarthy and N{orrison (1977) differentiate between authors who prefer to

distinguish nonmetropolitan counties according to the proportion oflthe workforcc
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commuting to a job in the metro area, and others who take into account both the desree of

concentration r'vithin the county as well as its proximity to a metro area. The advantace of

the second method is that it gauges the degree of urban influence both inside and outside

the countv. Gordon (1979) notes that U.S. census bureau inciudes all areas outside

metropolitan areas (central city and suburban area), as nonmetropolitan, but the exact

limit of the commutins field is not adequately determined.

For Vining and associates, the core regions of a country consist of those re_qions of

a country which are economically and politically dominant. Acknowledging the fact that

the areal extent used in their studies was subject to considerable controversy, thev

"overbound" the core regions in anticipation of the "overspill" objection. (Vining and

Pallone, 1982). Fielding (1982) in realizing that statistical underbounding is ildeed a

problem. uses several spatial scales in his analysis and concludes that 'more than

suburbanisation was involved'.

N'Ieasuring the extent of population deconcentration is not simple. Whiie some

authors fbcus exclusively on population, others concentrate on economic activity, and still

others on income and welfare (Gordon, 1979) Bourne (lg7g), states that the problem is

"few authors make explicit what measure they are referring to, why it is a suitable

measure. and what it in turn leaves out" (p.41).

Lichter and Fuguitt (1982) measlrre population deconcentration by subtracfing the

urban growth rate liom the rural growth rate. This measure allows them to determine
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whether the proportionate population increase during any given period was greater in

rural or urban parts of the country. Increasingly negative varues suggest a certain degree

of urbanization' while increasingly positive values suggest dispersal from more to less

urbanized places.

others argue that the redistribution of economic activity should be investigated

alongside the shift in population (perry, Dean and Brown. l9g6). In doing this.

economically inactive people (i.e. the retired and unemployed), would be excludecl.

According to champion (1986), the method of determination simply depends on the

working definition of counterurbanization being utilized. euestion then arises as to

whether counterurbanization is viewed simply as a demographic phenomenon, or as

entailing other fbctors as w,ell (i.e. economic, social).

Fielding (1982) suggests that by examining the correlation between indicators of
growth and urban status for all labour market areas, the existence of counterurbanization

can be tested' As stated previously, where a positive relation betrveen gro'vth and

settlement size exists, urbanization is seen as the prevairing tendency. Just the opposite is

true when counterurbanization is the prevailing tendencv. Due to data limitations. a more

fbasible approach (utilized by Fielding) in the studv of counterurba'izatio' is to substit,te
population density for settlement size as the measure of urban status (see figure 2).
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Fisure 2.

"stlHt"#litrat drc-ro-ric teto t- n$ffffr#fffiil*'gll"'

Source: Fietding (19S2). prosress and plannins.

vining and Straus s (1977), test the hypothesis that out_migration from

metropolitan areas is nothing more than an'accelerated expansion of these areas beyond

their conventionally defined borders through the use of the Hoover statistic. The authors

conclude, after applying the Hoover index for 5 levels of areal desegregation in the U.S..

that dispersal was occurring at all levels (see Figure 3 ).

Gordon (1979) realized that the index could show decentralization when

computed over states, even when substantial urbanization was taking place, albeit in less

populous regions. [n response to this, Gordon, using a new data file for eighteen

developed countries, suitable for the computation of various versions of the index. lound
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that these countries were in fact experiencin-{ more traditional outward expansion.

whereas vining and Strauss looked at the indices for a variety of exhaustive delineations

(ie' national totals as denominators), Gordon (lg7g)computed the index for sets of
regions which were exhaustive, as well as for subsets of regions. ,,...if however, the set is

some subset' such as the set of all urban areas, the denominators used in computin_e

percentages refer to only the total urban area and population" (p.2g5). L-ising this

approach' he was able to obsen'e trends in the index that were not affectecl by trencls in

other subsets of regions.

Long and DeAre ( 1982) computed the l{oover index for states, nine divisions. and

a scheme based on four regions in the United States. The decrease in the index indicated

population deconcentration was occurring at all levels of geography for the first ti're. l'
addition' the rise of the index in the 1950s and 1960s and the subsequent decline in the

1970s' was an indication that 'population deconcentration rvas more profbund than

suburbanisaticn cf the previous decades.'

A number of objections have been raised against the use of the Hoover ipdex as a

measure of concentration. Accordin_q to Clif}-and Robson (197g), if distinct phvsical

nucleations are used rather than functional terms, two dilemmas give rise to an ambiguitv

of data' The first. is rvhether an unchanqing areal definition should be used, r.vhile the

second involves using a fixed or fluctuating number of towns. ln short, problems arise in

such statistical analysis because boundaries are constantly changing and the number of

towns is in fluctuation.
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Figure 3.

Source: Vining and SFauss (1g77).Envirorunent 
and plannins A.

wardwet (rg77) notes the fact that the number of counties crassified as
nonmetropolitan in 1970' but reclassified as metroporita nin r974is quite substantiar,
Iending suppoft to the aforementioned criticism of the index. Fuguitt, Lichter, and Heaton
(1988) also discuss the problem of redefinition, noting that the resurts of any anarysis may
depend on the definition used. These authors compare two basic approaches in the
monitoring of metropolitan and nonmetropolitan population change. The constant area
approach is fairly straightfonvard, but the use of this method is not without criticism
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First' should counties be recognized as metropolitan at the beginning or end of the period
of study (Long and DeAre , rggz). Second, shourd the same fixed area be used
throughout' and if so' fbr which year should counties be crassified as metroporitan or
nonmetropolitan (p' l i6)' The component approach monitors popuration gains in three
ways' including: (l) internalgrowth within areas initiany crassified as metroporitan, (2)
expansion by the addition of areas peripheral to existing metroporitan areas; and (3) the
emergence of new metropolitan areas' The authors go on to state that both approaches are
affected by offrcial changes in the definition or criteria for attaining metropolitan status.
ln closing' Fuguitt et al (t988) suggest redistribution trends invorve a compiex process.
involving both growth within areas and redesignation or annexation of areas crassified as
metropolitan.

An additional objection raised against the use of the Hoover statistic is that
depending on how one subdivides a nation into subareas, different resurts can be obtained
for the same data file over time' coon tbes et ut. (r9g9)make reference to an ,end-date,

boundary' realizing that the growing integratio'of the com'ruting catcrrme't into the
metropolis could be misinterpreted.

A time series of the index will not necessarily give an unambiguous answer as to
the unevenness of population distribution either increasing or decreasing over time
(Gordon' 1979) where others see this as a problem, vining and strauss (rg77)see it as
'a resource that can be exploited rather nicery'. using the county as the basic unit of
analysis' and based on these Lrnits building Lrp increasingry more aggregated regions, thev
were unable to find an increase in concentration at anv level
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Multiple regression models are a multivariate technique used to investigate

associations betr'veen population change (concentration or deconcentration) and other

explanatory variables' Beale (1977) used multiple regression in attempting to determine

the associations between population change and migration, and l0 socio-economic

variables and 6 re-qional location dummy variables. The l6 independent variables

together' yielded coefficients of determination (R-) of 0.34 and 0 40 in both periods

(1960-70' 1970-75)' therefore accounting for less than half the variation in population

change' Through multivariate analysis of county-level data, Mccarthy and i\{orrison

(1977) found that migration into entirely rural nonmetropolitan counties had accelerated

during the 1960-70 and 1g70-74 periods. A further conclusion supported by this analysis

was that the previous growth advantages associated with manufacturin-9 and goverru'e't

related activities had diminished, while retirement and recreation appeared to have

emerged as growth inducing activities.

Richter (19s5) using multiple regression analysis discovered that rnan,v factors

cited as explanations tbr the turnaround in the 1970s, shifted in importance by the end of
the decade' First' after 1974, state colleges (located outside metropolitan areas) did not

appear to draw people to nonmetropolitan areas, although this was not the case previous

to that time' Second, until 1977 areas most remote from urban centres rvere the recipients

of a substantial amount of turnaround migration. After 1g77, Richter found adjacency to

a sMSA to have become the most salient factor. Lastly, while amenity variables

continued to be an important factor thror-rghout the 1970s, only areas with both mild

temperatures and recreationar deveropment were successfi;l in drawing migrants
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throughout the late 1970s (p.260).

In order to examine deconcentration tenrdencies within industrial sectors among

core, urban heartland, and rural hinterland regions in Canada, polese and Coflby (l9gg)

utilized the shift-share technique. The study demonstrates that processes of economic

restructuring (ie' Globalization) are giving rise to new sectoral, occupational and spatial

realities that are particularly discernable in metropolitan centres. According to coffey,

(1994), through the use of shift-share analysis, employment growth in a region can be

desegregated into three components, over a given period. The national effectindicates

the level of growth that a region would have known if each of its industries had grown ar

the same rate as total employment in the nation. Given its initial sectoral position, the

growth that an individual region would have been expected to experience over a certai'

period is tneasured by the struclural effect. Other fbctors contributing to employment

growth are determined by the regionul el/bct.

2.I3 DEVELOPED NATIONS

Comparative studies for the 1950- 1980 period difler somewhat in approach and in

the spatial scale adopted (charnpion and Illeris, lggg). while some focus on diflerences

between broadly defined core and peripheral regions (vining & Kontuly, r97g; vining &

Pallone, 1982; Cochrane & Vining, 19g6), others, including Hall & Hay (19g0) and

Chesire & Ha,v (1986), examined population trends for 'functional urban re_eions and

urban systems', placing emphasis on the internal development of population trends for

cores and rings in addition to overall population change. The work of Fieldine 19g2.
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1986) lies somewhere between these two extremes, examining net migration rates for

settlements based on population size.

vining and Kontuly (1978) applied a consistent fiamework to 1g countries,

comparing net migration flows into core regions within each country This study

demonstrated the widespread nature of the slowdown in metropolitan growth rates.

Eleven of the eighteen countries including - Japan, Sweden, Italy, Denmark, Ner.v

zealand' Belgium, France, East and west Germany respectively, and the Netherlands -

experienced either a dramatic decrease or a complete reversal of net migration flows.

vining and Pallone ( 1982) both updated and extended this study adding several more

cases of metropolitan migration flow reduction or reversal. canada, the uS,\ Finland,

Spain and Iceland were amongst the countries added to the list by the later stud-1,-.

Joseph et al' (1988) call fbr more detailed studies on regional variation in relation

to the extent of the turnaround in Canada, noting that canadian researchers have been

more actir''e in their research on various aspects of rural population chalge at more local

levels' "ln catrada. there has to date been rlo comprehensive analysis of rural population

growth in the'turnaround period' comparable with the American county-based studies,, (p.

18) The authors conclude that even though the rural groMh rate probably exceeded the

urban rate in canada, it is premature to join the 'population turnaround bandr.va*qon,

Davies (1990) in response to the request of Joseph et at. (l9gg) set out ro revierv

the i971-86 population trends of the canadian Prairie provinces against the general

background of the population turnaround debate. Davies concludes that for the prarie

settlement system as a whole, concentration, not a population turnaround, was the
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dominant theme in the 1970s and 80s (p 3lg)

Examining population and employment change between 1950-1975 across core

and peripheral rings of 539 dailyurban systems, and 351 residual nonmetropolitan areas,

Hall and Hay (i980) found population deconcentration to be evident in a number of

industrialized countries. Among these countries were Britain, the Netherlands,

Switzerland- France and West Germany. Using their four-stage model, the authors

hypothesize that all industrialized nations fit somewhere on the path of ,urban evolution,.

First, population concentrates into the metropolitan area. Next, deconcentration takes

place within these areas. In the third stage, jobs too begin to move out. The final staqe

involves stagnation and decay (especially of larger and older metropolitan areas).

Fielding (19s2) concerned with population redistribution across the urbal

was able to confirm the widespread nature of counterurbanization for nine of the

countries studied in western Europe. In Belgium, Denmark, France. Italv- the

Netherlands" Nonvay, Srveden. West Germ any and the UK, the longstanding trend of

urbanization- defined as the existence of a positive relation between settlement size ald

net migration. had either slowed or ended. In addition to this. although caution r.vas urged

in interpreting these results, 'counterurbanization was found to be fully cieveloped, in

seven ofthe countries.

An important fact to note before continuing is that there are considerable

variations with respect to both the degree of population deconcentration and the spatial

ertent of the phenomenon in respective countries. To illustrate this point" countries such

the USA and Australia recorded a decrease in their metropolitan grofih rate, but not a

system"

fourteen
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negatlve growth rate' while absolute population losses were recorded in sorne of the
largest urban regions of the UK (Champion. l9g9)

In terms of the variation spatially both within and between countries, Australia is
perhaps the best exampre for the former. Hugo and Sma'es ,gg6) identifl, a number of
generalizations regarding popuration dynamics influencing the Austrarian non_

metropolitan sector, including the fact that the nonmetropolitan renaissance rvas very

'spatially concentrated' in the 
'vell 

watered and attractive areas of the East ancl southeast

coast' as well as in the margins of the commuting zones of the large cities. In contrast to
Australia where the phenomenon was spatially concentrated only in those specific areas

noted above' 'the pattern of growh within nonmetropolitan u.S. has been persuasive,

afrecting rnost regiotrs' and occurring regardless of levels of urbanization,(Fugu itt et al..

Parlicular ce'"'elopments that took place for certain countries during the latter
1970s' while fbr others not until the 1980s, have cast doubt on earlier conclusiors

pertaining to a 'turning point' in the urban experience being reached. Although not to the
extent and or in a comparable uniform manner, numerous developed nations which

previously had experienced deconcentration have a-qain returned to the traditionar trend of
concentration in their nationar core regions. Fuguitt (rgg5) makes reference to a
'turnbackaround' or a 'reversal of the original reversal' in discussing trends in population

dispersal dr-rring the l9g0s.

l98l ).

In the U.s., Forstail and Engers ( I9g4) obsened the metroporitan growth rates
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again surpassed those of the non-metropolitan areas as early as lgg2. Although many
researchers were quick to regard the diminished non-metropolitan gro*h of the r9g0s as
evidence that the turnaround of the 1970s was over, Beare and Fuguitt (r990) were abre to
gather evidence of yet another upturn in population gro*h rates in non-metroporitan
areas' Johnson and Beale (1994) conclude from their findings that it is premature to
conclude that population growth in non-metropolitan areas has ended, as it is equar,v
premature to argue that a new trend is again underway based on the er,,idence of2 years of
population estimates' Engels (1986)' in reviewing international statistics, found that in
canada' Norway' and Sweden, metropolitan areas had recovered. cochrane and Vining
(1988) observed net internal migration flows between core ancr periphery regions for r 7
of the 20 countries studied previously by Vining, and found 

'et 'rigrations florvs ro core
regions had once again increased beyond that of peripheral areas. Fielding (19g6) also
found a reversal of the trends uncovered in his previous study, with countries once aqain
showing a positi.,,s re.lationship between net migration and settrement size.

countries i.cluding Australia' the USA the UK, Dennrark, France a'd the Federar
Republic of Germanv are exampres of countries that experienced the ,migration

turnaround'ofthe r970s. The uSA, Norway, Japan and the LIK provide exarhpres of a
later slor'vdown or reversal of these trends during the 1ggos, r.vhile France, the Federai
Republic of Germany and Australia are countries where deconcentration either intensified
or continued at a steacly level into the l9g0s.

developed nation-s with respect to population

clear that this timc period was rather complex

In recognizing the diversity amongst

redistribution frends in the l9g0s, it is quite

in comparison to the previous decade, with
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respect to these trends.

2.15 TOWARDS EXPLANATION

Within the vast body of literature on counterurbanization, lies an equally

astounding amount of explanations. Despite the fact that a single all-embracing

explanation is tempting, authors in realizing the complexity and diversity of the issues

involved' choose a variety of methods in exploring the plethora of explanations. While

some choose to organize explanations using a 'unidimensional' or straightfonvard

approach, others use models or more general headings. Perhaps the most straightforward

method utilized is simply dividing the explanations into economic vs. non-economic.

While examples of the former include factors such as the 'deconcentration of

matrufacturing" the 'growth of government and service sectors' and 'expandipg energv

ertraction', examples of the latter include 'retirement migration', 'personal prefbrences,,

and'increased accessibility to urban areas'. Alternatively, Perry, Dean and Brorvn.

(1986) taking a more general approach, distinguish betrveen micro and macro

explanations. While micro level explanations tend to be singular in nature suc6 as the

individual economic/non-economic examples stated above. macro level explanatiols

involve the use of general economic models (see Fielding, 1982), whose effects can be

recoenized in developed nations around theglobe. Champion and Illeris (19g9), takinq a

totally different approach, differentiate between factors leading to dispersal (eg.

educational systems outside major cities) and those which have had clifferent effects.

depending on their timing (eg. popular attitudes--'anti-r:rban' of the seventies vs. ,big city.

revival' of the cighties). N'foseley ( 1984) distinguishes between 'people-led' and'iob-led,
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explanations' where the former sees the expression of preferences as the primary factor,

the latter places greater emphasis on the redistribution of employment opportunities.

Although just a sample of the variety of methods used in organizing the numerous causal

expianations has been given, the important point to note is that each author is simplv

attempting to present the numerous explanations in an organized fashion, while tryine to

make sense of thcm

For Berry Q976), changing residential preferences r.vere the major driving force

behind counterurbanization in America. wardwell (lgi7)in agreement states ,' a clear

desire for living in smaller sized places, within the commuting radius of the metropolitan

centre and for smaller sized places beyond that radius in preference to living within the

centre itself has emerged" (p.176) Bourne (1980) in discussing cultural predispositio's

emphasizes the importance of amenities (space, privacy and newness) and disamenities

(pollution, congestion, crime etc.), as key determinants in the redistribution of
populaticns. Higher inconres, greatly increased mobilit,y and vastly improved rural

infiastructure have nor.v made it possible fbr urbanites other than the ,rich, talented and

hermit'to move towards their ideal rural paradise (perry, Dean and Bror.vn, 19g6. p.3)

chalmers and Greenwood (1977) note that in addition to increased urban incomes. the

availabilitv of relatively cheaper and larger parcels of land in places more distant from

urban centres has allowed more people to exercise their preferences for a more suburban

lifestyie' Although many authors agreed r.vith Berry Og76),a problem arises when rve

consider the fact that preferences are r-rsually constrained by wealth, employment" housing

and famiiy considerations and therefore, shourd pray onry a supportive rore in the
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explanation of counterurbanization (Fielding, l9g2). perry et at. (19g6) in a similar line
of thought, support Fielding's concern, listing the housing market and the social security
system as tbctors which inhibit the mobility of workers who wish to follow long held
preferences for the more spacious and quiet living environments. For the majoritv of
people without capital, superior educational qualifications and marketable skills, the role
played by preferenses on their overall settrement pattern is quite limited.

Bourne (19s0) in his arrangement of potential explanations into fir,,e distinct
categories' discusses structural change and the search for economic efficiency as a major
factor reinforcing counterurban tendencies. A combination of technological innovation.

international competition, escalating local production costs and shifting consumption

patterns have undermined the existing i'dustrialbase. as well as the attraction of larser
metropolitan areas as locations tbr new industry. Moreover, champion and Illeris ( l ggg)

note that in the past, traditional manufacturing production red to the concentration of
activities rvhere econonries of scale could be achieved. but nerv rvork is organized into
sntaller more tlexible units' and that new telecommunications and irnproved transpon

have allowed trade of long distances to become easier and cheaper than in the past.

coombes et at (1989)' grouping the causal hypotheses accordin-u to the type of agency put
forth as the 'prime movsr' also note the importance of the major chan_qes that have taken
place in the nature of production in recent years, all of which are expected to have shifted
the balance of advantage between metropolitan and rurar sites for particular incl-rstr1.

(p l3) Examples given incl,de infrastnrcfure development, the replacement of rail bv
road as the main mode of transport, and the replacement of coal by electricity as the prime
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energy source' Fielding (1982)' follorving his discussion of the strengths and weaknesses

of some general models (ie. counterurbanization, neoclassical and state intervention),

goes on to state that the prime generators of counterurbanization have been firms, which

are increasingly becoming multi-national, multi-product and multi-plant, investinq in

peripheral areas as opposed to centres. coombes et at (19g9), in a-ereement rvith

Fielding, also vier'v industrial development as the leading candidate or,prime mover,in

counterurbanization, stating that multi-national corporations render the location of
industry more volatile than the selicontained regional or sub-regional corporations of the

past' In a similar line of thought, vining and Pallone ( r9g2), emphasize the imponance

of the absence or presence of physical barriers to industrial development, allowing for

both decentralization and deconcentration to occur. The elaboration of a rlational urba'

network' along with the diffusion of transpor-tation, communications, education, and other

social and economic infrastructure have made it economicallv feasible for both people

and firms to move closer to nonmetropolitan anlenities (Hansen, rg77). perry et ul.

(1986) note the importance of the governments role in promotinlg the process of
counterurbanization through the updating of peripheral infiastructure and subsidizin,.r

movement to these recions.

The neoclassical model (see Fielding,l982; Perry et nt." 19g9)sees the population

as adjusting to changing employment opportunities, where job availability and rates of
pay are the mechanisms making this possible. According to this model. where

unemployment is high and wages are low the market is ,slack,; however where the

opposite situation is the case (low unemployment and high wages), the market is ,tisht,.
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Migration then takes place from the 'slack' market to the ,tight one,. coombes el,/.
(1989) in a similar line of thought note the importance of individual scale explanations"

involving the decisions of both workers and employers striving to equilibrate labour

demand and supply in a locality. Long and DeAre (lgg2)in agreement, associate

population dispersal with the movement ofjobs (blue and white collar) towards smaller

metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas- The fact that relative productivity differentials

between urban and rural labour forces have diminished, and changes in demographic

structures have taken place (the rising labour participation rate of women and the aging

'baby boom' cohort), both of which are listed in chalmers and Greenwood ( 1977) ro have

in combination brought an increasingly mobile number of persons into the labour force,

perhaps allowing the processes emphasized in the neoclassical model to take place.

Although the recessions that fbced most developed nations around the globe

would seem a sure expranation, vining and Kontuly (197g) rvere quick to highlight

weaknesses within this explanation. Since Nonvay rvas able to a'oid the great recessions

of western civilization, the authors correctly state that we r.vould not expect the same

decline in net migration rates as others who r.vere hit hard by the recession. As sho*,n in

figure 4' this was not the case. If we observe the net migration rates of Japan,,srveden and

Italy from 1950-1980, we can see the similarity in fluctuations between each respecti'e

countrv' not only amongst each other, but also in relation to Norway. It should be noted

that although the recession hypothesis has its weaknesses, the authors cio 
-qive creclit to the

economic conditions hypothesis, because of the synchrony in fluctuations in the net

migration rates between the countries that did in fact experience the recession (ie. Japan,
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Sweden and Italy)' "In our vierv, aggregate economic conditions can only explain part of
the reduction of migration into metropolitan regions in the 1970s, else how does one

explain the synchrony in fluctuations in Italy, Sweden and Japan from 1955-75', (vining

and Kontuly, 1978, p 57)

Figure 4.

Source: Vining and Kontulr, (197S).
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Charnpion ( 1989) and the collection of case studies frorn nine developed countries

will serve as a guicie in iilustrating the plethora of explanations put tbrth thus tbr, in that

authors of each country's case study, highlight separate causal explanations r,vhich couid

be responsible for the change in the redistribution of their respective populations. Using

Hugo's Australian case study, champion's work on the LrK, as well as winchester and

ogden's France case study, the effect of those factors deemed important to the

development of deconcentration in each respective country will be highlighted.

According to Hu,uo, the 'expanding urban fierds, approach, Job-led, structural

change' the 'life-style' hvpothesis. and the 'welfare-led' approach are the fbur lines of

explanation most relevant to the Australian experience. The expanding urban fields

approach is best described as the extension of metropolitan commuting zones and the

intensification of suburbanisation. Support for this theory lies in the fact that the mosr

densely settled zones have recorded a large share of the non-metropolitan gror.rth and net

migration gain in Australia. Increases in motor vehicle ownership, improvements in

public transport, increases in personal incomes and road improvement and buildinq

programs are listed as factors which have made such development possible.

The greater increase in the number of emproyed peopre riving in non-

metropolitan locations (372,551), as opposed to metropolitan(3e2,297) betrvee' lg76-

l986lends suppoft to thejob-led hypothesis. An additionalfbct to note is rvhile cities

comprised of less than 100,000 had a 23Yoincrease in the number of employed persons

over the same ten year period, larger cities had an increase of only 7.g%. The .src*,inq
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significance of migration, unrelated to economic considerations, to non-metropolitan

areas lends support to the life-style hypothesis. Hugo goes on to say that the eror.vipg

volume of movement of retirees, hobby farmers, long-distance commuters, and people

seeking alternative lifestyles all testifli to this.

"Transfer pavments form a very significant element in the overall income of

Australians" (Hugo, 1989, p.78). Age pensioners, widows, sheltered employment

allor'vees' rehabilitation allowees and recipients of a wife's or carers' pension are each

examples of people receiving some sort of government transfer. For reasons including

the fact that all pensions in Australia are portable, housing in the country is cheap in

comparison to metropolitan areas, and non-metropolitan areas often have an abunclance of

seasonal work (i.e. agriculture), which can be undertaken in addition to a pensiol, people

tend to locate in these increasingly popular areas.

With respect to the situation in the UK, Champion (19S9) believes underlying

explanations are easier to determine by studying the 1960s, the tirne rvhen the process \.vas

accelerating. The t'irst t-actor noted by Charnpion is the t-act that 'house constructiorl was

taking place at record levels during this time'. It rvas also during this time that the

displacement of people from the inner city took place. due to the clearing of,old sub-

standard housinq. Another important development he notes rvas that planning controls on

urban development notv being enforced because of over development in areas like the

South East, "where land allocatecl for a twenty year period lvas exhausted in ten, forcing

private developer-s to look to more distant locations"(Champion, 1986, p 99). Lastlv,

regional policies aimcd at directing growth to the places affected by the contraction of
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jobs in traditional industry (eg. coal mining) coupled rvith the boom in brach-plant

investment durine this time, were equally important developments contributin_e to the

decentralization of the population.

winchester and ogden (1989) emphasize the impact of government policies. the
role of the housing market, and the effects of economic restructuring in addressing

explanations for deconcentration within France. Explicit policies of decentralization of
population and employment including the decentralization of industry from paris anci

subsidized relocation elsewhere, are given as examples of the direct impact of state

interv'ention while policy for smaller towns has encouraged industrial dcvelopment and

urban conservation' policies for the larger cities include city centre renewal, new towns,
new industrial zones and mass transit systems. The combined i'rpact of these policies

has etrcouraged population decentlalization in these cities. In addition to these urban

policies, in order to maintain popuration and support primary employment, poricies for
rural areas also pla_y an important role. Constraints on housing supplv, type. and qualitv
as well as price inf'lation on quality urba' housing have also been fbctors in pusrri's 

'erv
housing developments to the periphery of urban areas. ,,The 

si_qniticance of nerv housinlr

in France is undeniable" (winchester and ogden, 19g9, p. l g I ). Accounting fcjr a third of
all new dwellings built since I975, houses in rural areas continue to be buirt. coupred
with the desire to escape from city pressures, and to improve quality of life by moving to
the country' demand for individual housing has been cited as a prime explanaton.factor.

Brought about partly by fhe new spatial division of labour and partly through intenenrion
of the state in cconomic planning, decentralization of industry has also taken place.
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"Restructuring of economic production, together

certainly underlies regional migration trends fiom

Ogden, 1989, p 182)

rvith associated employment losses,

north to south" (Winchester and

In li-eht of the preceding discussion involving the case studies of .Australia. the

[rK' and France, it is quite clear that a variety of plausible explanations exist. while

certain explanations may pla.v an important role in the deveropment of deconcentration in

certain countries, its effect may be considered minimar in others.

2.16 CONCLUSIONS

In concluding, a consiclerable amount of confusion exists in relation to the

phenomenon of counterurbanization. Although consensus on definition, timing, method

of determination, and underlying explanatory factors fairs to be found, the importance of
the change in the clistribution shoulc! not be second guessed. Asicle from all the

controversy sttrrounding the phenomenon, as mentioned previously, the thct that charges

in the settlement pattern had taken place is undeniable In light of this. it rnust be realized

that these ttew tretrds should have imporlant irnplications lor the logic and desi_en of
regional development policies for both metropolitan and nonmetropolita' areas

(Mccarthy and Morrisott. 1977). The duplication of infrastructure, the loss of pri're

agricultural land, and infrated rand and housing prices are some of the rnanv

consequences of the'rurar renaissance'(Moseley, lgg4). Aimost any shift in pattern

requires government adjustment in response (Long and DeAre, lgg2) The authors go on

to state that new roacis, schools' and other forms of infrastructure are requircci wherc rherc
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is population growth' and nerv r.vays to finance existing facilities must be discovered

r'vhere there is decline. Government policy shourd be directed at channeiline

development in such a way so as to maxirnize the advantages of the nerv system of
development, whiie ensuring that the negative impacts of such growth are minimized. As

McCarthy and Morrison (1977) suggest, policies must be designed which will develop

each areas potential for growth. Planning polic.v will have to be directcd at compensating

the process of mov'ement dor'r"n the urban hierarchy, insteaci of the reverse as was the case

in the past' Problems of political coordination between urban places and their ra.pidly

growing country sides, inefficiencies in energy utilization, and improper infrastructure

planning are just examples of potential problems arising if these developn-rents in the

distribution of population are not incorporated into policies tbr fut're de'elopment.



3.0 Cou nteru rban ization

The Greater Toronto Area, as defined for the purposes of this thesis, consists of
six regional municipalitie's and thirtl'5ia cen.sus .subdi'isions varl,ing in both arear extenr
and popuration size. In rg7l, with a totar popuration of approximatery 3,300,000, as
figure 5 suggests, the greatest proportion of the region,s popLrlation residecl .within

Metropolitan Toronto area' A-lthough this particurar pattern of popuration distribution
has been evident for many years, it is our main objective to study the trends in the
redistribution of the population away from this core area, utirizing the hoover increx of
concentration as the primary tool to accomplish this. Follorving the rvork of Vining and
Strauss (1977)...^.,ho used the countl, as the basic unit of anal1,5j5 and built increasingl-r,
aggregated regions basecl on this scheme' the census subdivision wiil be the basic unit of
analysis for our purposes' Initially. separate indices have been carculated for each
individual municipality within the GTA- the'based on these resurts, the indices fbr specific

Despite an overail gror.r,th in popuration of r,463.000 betwee n r97r_9r, the GTA
experienced a stead'v clecline in the hoover inclex cluring the entire st.cly periocr (see Figure
6)' with an index val'e equal to Tqin 1971, by 1991 the index crecreased to a varue of 09.

regions, as well as the GTA as a whole, have been determined

+-l
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indicating that 69Yo of the population would have to be redistributed in order to achieve an

even distribution of the population throughout the GTA. Thus although the value of the

index is high by any standards, the overall level of popuration concentration continually

declined' In light of this, it has initially been concluded rhat although the population

Figure 5

o'oPgg-- o o.ooo3 o.ooo6 Mires
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remains concentrated within the metropolitan core,

this longstanding trend appears to be becominq less

Figure 6.
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as has been the case for many decades,

pronounced r.vith time.

Deconcentration
Overall Change
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-
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Although o'erall the GTA consistently displayed counterurban tendencies fbr each

of the five periods of study, the experiences of the individual regions rvere mixed in that

wltile some regions experienced population concentration rnarked bv an increase rn the
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that while some regions experienced popuration concentration marked by an increase in
the index' others at the same time experienced deconcentration. Rerative to the other
regions in the study area' ldetropolitart 'Ibronto,experienced 

the most significant lever of
deconcentration as indicated by the index. The proportion of the GTA,s popuration
residing in Metropolitan Toronto (P,J dropped from 63yo to 47yo during the study period
(see Figure 7). rvhat is more interesting is the fact that onry 7 .5vo of therand (A,,, is
accounted fbr in the sanre area, deenring Metroporitan Toronfo the most denser-y
populated region in the GTA', despite the redistribution of the popuration (see Figure g).
Figure 7.

Regional proportions of population
Greater Toronto Area

1971

_ Ourham Regron 16.0996)Hamilton Regron (12.13*)- -_e*
Halton Region (5.74%I .1-=--__--

Peel Region (7 8606)

York Region (5. Toronto (63.12o/o)

1991

Durham Region (7.95%)
Hamitton Region 19.4*) '-€#

Halton Region (6.53%).

Toronto (47.46ok)

Peei Region (.15

York Region (13.3S%)
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Fisure 8.

Regional proportions of Area
Grealer Toronlo Area

Although during the initial decade of the study, Toronto was by far the most concenrrated
of the six regions as indicated by the value of the index, like the GTA as a whole, the
trend in population distribution was consistently counterurban for each time period (see

Fi-eure 9) By 199r, the index varue for the Regionar h,tunicipctlis,tt-f ),rrk had
approached that of the former. Accounting for zlyoof the total land area in the GTA. the
proportion of the population residing in the York Region increased tiom 5o,6to r396 as

shown in figure 7' It should be noted that the slight decline in the index for the york
Region may be somervhat misleading in that although the proportion of the popuration in
this region nearly tripled, this substantial level of growth is not detected in the value of
the index for two reasons' First, if one simply relies on the index value as the sole

determinant of population concentration, fhe experiences of the more poplrlated regions
may be the cause of spurious results in less populous regions as will be discussed in the
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proceeding section' Second, because the absolute difference between pit and Ait is

utilized in calculating the index value for each respective region, due to the relati'ely
large size of this region, one courd easily misinterpret the high index varue. In

comparison to the other re-qions in the study area, although the Regional Municipctlitl,o-f

Peel expenenced the highest rate of increase in terms of the level of concentration, the

value of the index only increased from 4.06 to 7.50 0verall. The fact that l5glo of the total
land lies within this region should be taken as an indication that although the region

increased its share of the population substantially, from gyo to l5yo, interms of density

of population per unit of area, it does not compare to the previously mentioned Region of
Metropolitan Toronto which contains three times the population and only half the land

area.

Lastly' the Regiortal Mtmicipcrlily of Hanriltort-Il/ettv,ortltexperienced a sli_eht

level of deconcentration. marked by a decrease in the index. Accounting for 13. 7-<ot,o ol
the GTA's tota'! area, the proportion of the population residing in the resion decreased

tiom 1 ZYo to 9%- Arthough in 1971 the Hamilton Region was second o'ly to
Metropolitan Toronto in terms of the proportion of the population residing in a sin_sle

region' by l99i both York and Peel had surpassed Hamilton in this respect (see Figure 7
above).

As a result of the previous analysis we conclude that as the urban core regions of
the GTA continue to lose their traditional dominance in terms of attracting the masses.

regions outside the-se metropolitan areas are apparentlybecoming more poplrlar wirh time

in this respect.
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Eigure 9

3.14 Regions as Subsets

To this point, we ha.ve strrdied tire inclices fbr a variety of exhaustive delineations

Gordon (1979)" suggests computing the inclex fbr sets of regions which are exhausti'e as

r'vell as for subsets of regiorrs, in realizing that the inclex couid show deconcentratior-r

w'hen cotnputed over large geographic re-eions, even rvhen substantial urbanization is

taking place, albeit in les:i Popr-rlous regions. Follou,ing Gordon's rneth.dtrltrg.r., the incle:<

has been contlruted for a schenre basecl on subsefs of the GTA" nanrely, the six regional

gcogratrthic divisions discusscd prcvi()usly. iVfetntpolitut Tct.olt6,the tirst subsct.1'thc

Regional Comparison (1 )uounterurban Tendencies
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GTA examined. displayed deconcentration, with the value of the index decreasing from

an initial value of approximately 24 to 16, by l99l rherefore, whether it be in the

context of the GTA or examined as a subset, in each scenario the region consistently

displayed a significant level of deconcentration. The cit-v of'Trronto. the most

noteworthy census subdivision in the region in terms of population concentration,

decreased its share of the GTA's population from 34yo to z7o,/o. Scarborough at the same

time increased its share from 760/o to 23o,/o. lnexamining the individual census

subdivisions' it appears that while Toronto continued to lose its dominance in terms of
attracting the masses, experiencing an overall I lYo rateof decline in population from

197l-91' Scarborough, with an overall 55Yo rateof growth, consistently increased its

share of the popr-rlation to the point where it was nearly equal to that of Toronto in this

respect lt should be noted that althoush by l99l, the proportion of the GTA,s population

residing within Scarborough approached the level of Toronto in this respect, Scarborough

is tryice the size of the latter, accounting for 3094 of the land. therefore Toronto. rvith

6540 persons/km2, remained to be the most densely populated city.

The llcgional A'lunicipalitl'oJ'York as a subset, ranked third amongst other reqions

with respect to the concentration of population as indicated by the index in lg7l. Bv

l99l' with an index value of 66, the region had become the most concentrated in this

respect' Although in the context of the GTA only a slight level of concentration r.vas

displayed, these results indicate that the region as a subset, undenvent quite a significant

level of concentration as indicated by fhe index. The Ciry:, of I,aughan, undergoin,e an

average 67Yo rate of growth between each census year, advanced from accountins fbr
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9'5%o of the GTA's population to 22Yo during this time. The increase in the index from 2.3

to 8'6 is explained by the fact that only 5Yoof the land falls within vaughan. The ciry, of
fuIarkhqm' at the same time increased its share of the population from22o/o in l97l to
310'6by 1991' By 1991 then, vaughan had reached the lever of density Nlarkham stafted

out at in 1971' but Markham with an average 43Yo rateofgrowth each 5 year intervar,

continued to increase its overall share of the regions population. The value of the index

increased simultaneously from 9.15 to 13.42 overthe period of study, deeming Markham

the most densely populated census subdivision in the york Regio n, wrth 727

persons/km2.

The index of concentration for the Regional Mtnticipatity of peetas a subset,

the other series ol'calculations constantly increased, although the increase was in fact

pronounced than was the case in the previous calculations. In terms of population

as ln

less

distribution amon[4st census subdivisions in the region, The cit1,o/'Bramptoir, grorving at

an average rate of 35Yo betr'veen the census periods, increased its share of the resions

population from 27Yo lo 32P/o,with the increase in the index reflecting this. In terms of
density, Brampton is only half that of Mississauga. The latter, while growing at a

comparable rate of 28Yo, decreased its share of the population from 660/o to 63yoover the

study period' Although similar in size. the proportion of the population residing in

Mississauga is nearly double that of Brampton, therefore the index of concentration is

much higher in the former

with an index varue of approrimater y 67, rerativery speaking in r97i the

llegional Municipality of Hamilton-wentwo,th wasthe most concentrated in terms of
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population distribution' As with previous calculations, the value of the index consistently

decreased to 1991' by which time the York Region had surpassed it, becoming the more

concentrated region. The City of Hamilton, with an average growth rate of less than lol0,

decreased its share of the regions population from 77vo to 7\o/oby the end of the study

period' 'ltoney creek on the other hand, experienced an average growth rate of 16yo.

while increasing its share of the regions population from60/oto rro/o.

In light of the previous analysis it has been concluded that in terms of the regions

examined thus far, regardless of how one chooses to compute the index, the trends appear

to be the same 'Although it is possible that the index could show deconcentration when

computed over large geographic regions, even though substantial urbanization is taking

place in less populous regions, this does not appear to be the case rvith respect to the

GTA' whether exhaustive delineations or subsets were examined, the overall resultins

trends as seen through the values ofthe index are not artered.

3.I5 Municlpa! Outtiers

Although the census subdivision has been used as the basic unit of analysis, a

detailed discussion of the resulting index values fbr each individual census subdivision

within the GTA could prove to be both time consuming and confusing. In light of this.

outliers in terms of overall change in the value of the index between 1g71-gl have been

determined The mean change in the index was (-.13), with a standard deviation of
(0'92)' With reference to these figures, outliers were those census subdivisions that

experienced a change in fhe inder placing it beyond 2 standarddeviations from fhe mean

Torttnto' North York, Mississuugo, Brampton and Hamilto, were determined to be the
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five outliers in this respect. Figure r0, depicts the change in the index for each

municipality during the study period.

For the city of Toronto with ress than ryo of thetotar land of the GTA the

proportion of the popuration decreased from a substantial 2ryo to 13%bv 1991

Figure 10,

In addition' the value ofthe index cecreased each census year, recording a substantial

level of population deconcentration during each intenzal. Therefore. in addition to the

relative growth of Toronto's suburbs, the city's simultanecus decrease in population of
77.391 had an equally negative effect on the value of the index.

Municipal Oufliers
Counterurban Trends
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North York was the second qualifying outrier rocated within MetroporitanToronto' Accounting for slightly less than ryo of thetotar rand in the GTA, anddecreasing its share of the population from lsyo to ll96lt too experienced populationdeconcentration 
each year' Although onry harf that of Toronto,s experience, North yorkranked second in terms of overa' decrine as indicated by the index. The city ofHamilton' the final outlier in terms of the lever of deconcentration, accounted for l9lo ofthe land and decreased its share of rhe popuration from 9.30,6 to 6.60,6.The overa, gror.vthin populatio n of 9326had an insignificant effect on the value of the index, due to theexperiences of other more rapidry growing peripherar municiparities

on the other end of the spectrum, displaying a positive deviation from the mean isMississauga, rvith an overall increase in populatio n of 291,316. Accounting forapproxirnately 2%o of'the total land, the proportion of the popuration residing in the cityincreased from 596 to l}yo' Brampton arso more than doubred its numbers in terms of theproportion cf the popuration residing there from 2yo toapproxinrat 
e'.v 5gto. with apopulation increase of 163'607' the index of concentration constantry increased each year.Alongside the slorving gror'vth and in some cases decrine of metroporitan areas. asmunicipalities outside these core areas continue to grow, the net effect on the rever ofconcentration has in the past and rvit continue to be a negative one.

As a resurt of our anarysis of outriers with respect to the overa, rever ofconcentratiott'/deconcentration' 
a number of pertinent concrusions have been reached.Firsf' fhe resurts le'nd initial support to fhe mefroporifan overspi, hypothesis di-scy55"6 ,nthe literature' which interprets these trends in the redistribution of popurations simpry as
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an advanced stage of suburbanisation' while the outriers in terms of deconcentration arethe urban cores of the GTA' in terms of concentration, the outriers are the municiparities

outside Metroporitan Toronto, but within the main commuting shed of the region.
Therefore' although substantial groMh is occurring in municiparities outside this core
area' it is the municipalities located in close proximity to the core which have experienced
the most impressive levels of growh.

A second related conclusion is the fact thatarongside the srowing growth and inthe case of Toronto' actual decline of metropolitan regions, as municipalities outside theurban cores of these regions continue to experience substantiar revers of growth, the neteffect on the overat rever of concentration wi, continue to be a negative one.
Finally' in the context of their respective regions, a crear rerationship exists in thatthe experience of the outliers appears to have a substantiar infruence on the overarl

experience of their respective regions' Metroporitan Toronto ror exampre experiencecr
deconcentration' *'hile North York and Toronto were the individuaroutriers in ternis ofdeconcentration as indicated by the index. The peel region on the other hand disprayed
concentration overall' with Mississauga and Brampton being the tr.vo outriers in this
respect. Lastry, the trend in the Regionar Municiparity of Hamirton was one of
deconcentration' while the city of Hamirton was arso an outrier in this respect. possibre
explanation for this trend is without question partiaily due to the sheer size of the rerativepopurations of these outriers in comparison to other area municiparities.

3.16 Core v-s. periohery

As suggested previousry in the riterature review, a second area of debate in
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relation to counterurbanization involves how one should distinguish between

metropolitan/trorunetropolitan, core/periphery and urban/rural. ln terms of the Greater

Toronto Area, initially, Metropolitan Toronto (Etobicoke, York, Eost york, North york.

Scarborough ctnd Toronlo) will be defined as the metropolitan/core region, while the

nonmetropolitan/peripheral area will consist of remaining census subdivisions included in

the GTA (See figure 1l). The results of our analysis of trends in the core and periphery,

lead to the conclusion that overall, the GTA has experienced decentralization, defined as

'the movement of people within the existing urban system' (Robert and Randolph, l9g3).

Figure l1

Metropolitan Toronto - The Core of the GTA

0.0003 _g 0.O0Og 0.0006 Mites
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while the core experienced deconcentration (marked by a constant decrease in the value

of the index), the experience of the periphery \.vas one of concentration (see figure i2). ln
this preliminary analysis of the core and periphery, the very definition of

counterurbanization which as stated previously is 'the movement from dense to less dense

places" is evident. rn 1971,62yo of the population resided in the core region, but by

1991 that figure decreased Lo 45o,/o. Referring back to the regionbl analysis in.secti,tt

3' 13' in comparisOn to the core region, the next closest region in terms of clensity r.vould

be Peel' Not only does Peel account for less of the GTA's total population, in terms of

area (ie' km2) the region is twice the size of the core, therefore in terms of densirv

(persons/km'), there is no close second to the core, Metropolitan Toronto.

Figure 12.

Gore vs. Periphery (1)
Counterurban Tendencies
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3.2 Overboundine the Core

Follorvin-e the rvork of vining and Pallone (lggz),who in anticipation of the

'overspill'objection' overbound the core region, the metroporitan core has been overbound
to include the municipalities imrnediately adjacent to Metroporitun Torunto (Vrissi.sscurgct,

Ilruntptut' [raughcm, Markhum, and picke,ng)(see figure r3). Reasoning behind this
step lies in the fact that according to the 'metropolitan overspill, hypothesis, the previous
results of seciion 3' l can be explained as the accelerated o',erspill of the metroporifan
area's population into its immediate suburbs. Therefore, by including those municipalities
immediately adjacent to the metropolitan area as part of the core, the areal extent of the
core will no longer be subject to controversy. AJthough the newry crefined core accountecl
for 73Yo of the population in l97l,by 1991, this would only slightly decrease to 7()oi6.

while accounting for a total l5% of the land in the GTA. The value of the index for the
core once again consistently decreased as shown in Figure 14. rnlight of this, one ma),
prematurely conclucte that the Metropolitan Toronto area is in factexperiencing

counterurban tendencies' even wlten overbound to compensate fbr expected overspill into
adjacent suburbs' It is the experience of the periphery in this case that r.vas less inrpressi'e
in that it also experienced a slight ievel of decline in the value of the index. Therefbre.
although the results indicate the population is moving from the more ,dense 

praces, r.vithin

the core area' the destination in this scenario does not appear to be the ,less 
dense places

beyond the clirect influence of the core'as Berry coined it.

Coupled with the results our anal,vsis of orrtliers in section 3 l_5, it has been

concluded that to this point, sufficient evidence has been gathered in support of the
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'metropolitan overspill' hypothesis. In light of this, it has been concluded that any

evidence of counterurban tendencies

Figure 13

The Overbound Core
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illustrated thus far' can be attributed in part to the growth of municipalities immediately

adjacent to the metropolitan core. Although other peripheral municipalities experienced

significant groMh during the study period, when separated fiom the growth of these

immediate suburbs' as Zelinsky (1977) suggests, it appears that the majority of the florv

from core to periphery is attributable to the ever broadening extension of the metropolitan

core.

Fieure 14.

Core vs. Periphery (2)
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3.3 Metropolitan Overspill

According t0 r'arious authors, the importance of studying counterurbanization as

more than a strictly demographic phenomenon should not be undersiated. The majoritv of
municipalities within the 6 regions included in the area of study thus t'ar, areincluded
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in the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area. According to Statistics Canada (1991), at least

one of the follor.r'ing criteria must be met to qualifu for inclusion; (l). 5096 of workfbrce

living in the CSD commutes to the urbanized core, (2).25% of the workforce living in the

urbanized core, commute to a particular CSD, or (3). the CSD falls completely or partly

within the urbanized core. Criterion #l could in fact be used in support of the 'accelerated

expansion hypothesis', in other words. although CSDs meeting criterion #l may appear ro

be experiencing counterurban tendencies (studied strictly in terms of population chan_9e),

'metropolitan overspill' could actually be the explanation, since population grou.th in these

areas is within the main commuting shed of the metropolitan area. ln light of this. the

study area has been expanded to include census subdivisions fblling r.vithin the regions of

Northtlruntberlunil, Peterhorough, Victoriu Coun$t, Dufferin Countlt, ,simcoe County,

wellington Coune', and the Hamilton census Metroporitan Area,immediately

surrounding, but not included in the Toronto CMA (see l;igure I5). tf the index of

concentraiion coiitinues to indicate counterurban tendencies at this point, this should be

suflicient evidence that more than just'overspill'is taking place.

3.31 CNIA vs. Periptrery

The Toronto Census Metropolitan Area experienced an overall decline in the index

during the study period, although as figure 16 suggests, the decline was not consranr.

Between 1971-81, the index indicated population deconcentration, but for the remainder

of the study period this was not the case. From lg8l-91, the index actually increased

slightly. The experience of the peripheral area \.r,as equally as interesting in that it rvas

opposite that of the core. From 1971-81 the value of the index increased. indicatinq a
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slight level of concentration' while from 1981-91 the value of the index began to slightlv

decrease' The results indicate that although between 19gl-91 the experience of the core

and periphery in terms of population redistribution patterns was similar to those previouslv

defined, between I 98 I -91 the redefined core for the first time, began to show signs of
concentration while the periphery showed signs of decline in this scenario.

While accounting for 360/o of the total land area, the proportion of the population

residing in the Toronto Census Metropolitan area actuallydecreased from lg1l-76. after

which, it steadily increased until 1991. Again this supports the fact that although the

peripheral area appeared to be becoming the more popular destination during the early to

mid seventies' from the late seventies onward, the core appears to have began to regain its

traditional dourinance in terms of attracting the masses. This apparellt reversal in tre'ds.

refbrred to as the'reversal of the original reversal'in the literature, has also been

documented in Norway, Japan, USA and the UK

(Fuguitt, l9s5)' .{Jthough for a period of time, evidence of counterurban tendencies nrav

have existed' the results of this analysis suggest that as opposed to a'clean break' r.vith

past trends, these developments mav have been nothing more than a temporarv anomalr,.
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Figure 16.
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3.32 Regional Experience

Of the seven regions included in the periphery, five displayed only a modest level

of population coucentration throughout the period of study (see trgure l7). As ildicated

by the value of the index, Simcoe, Peterborough and Wellin-eton County, despite onlv

slightly increasing their respective levels of population concentration, were the leading

reqions in 1971. Throughout the period of study, the index,zalue for each of the three

regions slightly increased during each time interval.

As indicated by the decline in the index, figure l7 sug-uests. the Hamiiton CN4A

experienced the highest level of deconcentration of all peripheral regions. Although in

1 971 the proportion of the population residing in the Hamilton CMA r.vas nearly triple that

of any other region in the periphery, by l99l this was no longer the case. While the
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aforementioned regions continued fo grow- the Hamilton CMA decreased its overall

proportiun of tire popuiation. Although still nearly double the populatiop of aly other

peripheral regions, its dominance in this respect continually declined. Again, it shoul,J be

noted that although the Hamilton cMA continued 1o clecline in terms of the prolinron of

the population residing there, the proportion of the total area which the cMA a.ccorints for

is rather small in ccmparison to these other regions. In light of this, in terms of the overall

level of concentration' the Hamilton CMA was able to rnaintain rts ranking. It should aiso

be ri;te.j iliat although the Hamilton Region has been inclucied as peripheral to the

Toronto Ch4A. it toe ls a metropohtan core m its own right. Therefcre, any le'ei of

deeoncentration erperienced in this particuiar region should be separated tiom the

experiences of other peripheral regions Reasoning behind such a statement lies in the

Figure 17.
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fact that the experiences of the Hamilton census Metropolitan discussed above only lends

additional support to the counterurbanization hypothesis.

3.33 Outliers

once again outliers for the entire study area were determined in relation to the

overall change in the index. with a total of 130 census subdivisions, the mean change rvas

(-0 01) with a standard deviation of (0 a5) As in the previous analysis, in order to qualiS.

as an outlier, the overall change in the index for an incliv,idual census subdi,,,ision hacl to be

beyond two standard deviations from the mean. once again, while both Toronto, Nonh

York and Hamilton were outliers in terms of population deconcentration, N,{ississauga and

Brampton experienced the highest level of population concentration. In addition,

Markham also qualitied as an outlier in the later respect. lncreasing in population fiom an

initial 36.700 to 153,800, by l99l Markharn tripled in size, with the propor-tio, of the

GTA's total population residing in the city increasing lrom 196 toj9,o. Therefore. rn

addition to the ccnclusions reached in section 3.15. Markham's qualification as an outlier

in this respect only strengthens tlte 'metropolitan overspill' hypothesis in that it is located

immediately adjacent to the metropolitan core. Like the experiences of N4ississauga ancl

Brampton in terms of population growth, Markham's grorvth can also be attributed to the

expansion of the core area into its immediate suburbs.

3.4 CMA. CA & Other

continuing rvith the str-rcly area as clefined in section 3.3, each inclividual census-

srrbdivision has been cate'gorized as lalling within a (len.stt.s A,Ierropolirart Areo K.lvlA).

('errsrts Agglomeration (cA), or neither (oT-Hl|ry Further analysis was then conducted
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in order to discover whether the experiences of the aforementioned types of developments

diftbr in terms of trends in population distribution during the period of study.

According to stqtistics canadq (1991), any contiguous development along r.vith its

local labour market' consisting of a population greater than 100,000, qualifies as a cviA.
while developme'ts rvith a population greater than or equar to r 0,000, but less than

100'000 qualifu as a census Agglomeration. overall, the over bound GTA consists of the

four CTVIAs (43 Census-subdivisions) of Toronto, Hamilton, Kitclrcner arrl O.shmt,a, and a

total of eight cAs (25 census-subdivisions) includin g; peterborottgh, Midland, Guelph,

Barrie, Orillia, Collingvood, Cohourg ancl Lindsay. The remaining g5 Census_

subdivisions \ryere included in the other category, which consists of developments which

do not lall within the previous two catesories.

3..11 Area vs. population

The relative proportions of the total land area occupied is quite consistent rvith the

sheer number cf cSDs lvithin each category. while the four cl\4As account for 409/o of
the land and the eight cAs cover only 11%, the g5 cSDs included in the othercaregory

account fbr approximatelv 48 Yo (seeJigttrc I8-A). In terms of the relative proportion of
the GTA's total population in 1991, the vast majority lies within the regions Cit4As as

shorvn in-figure IB-B' Although category #3 consists of the greater number of cSDs and

covers the most area, in terms of population, it is but a small fraction of the former.
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Fieure l8-A

Figure l8-B
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3.42 Population Growth Rates

Although useful in displaying the overall dominance of CMAs in terms of

population, the fact that the regional CMAs accounted for such a large proportion of

population in l99l sheds little light on the main objective of this thesis which is to

illustrate the existence or absence of counterurban tendencies. As mentioned in the

previous section, overall, CMAs experienced the most growth if measured solely in terms

of actual numbers, but studying the overall rate of population growth within our three

categories, ultimately allows us to eliminate the bias of relative size. Figure 19, depicts the

rate of population growth for each category. During each interval, CSDs within the Other

category grew at a higher rate, although the difference became less pronounced with time.

The relative experiences of the former categories is less straightforward. Although from

l97l-76, cAs were growing at a higher rate than CMAs, from 1976-gl, the growth rate

of the former decreased to half its original value, dropping below that of cMAs. From

1981-86 all three categories increased their respective growth rates, with cMAs increasing

the most' From 1986-91 each category's groMh rate increased substantially. Not only

did each category grow at nearly the same rate, but CAs surpassed CMAs once again.

while approaching the level of growth more close to the .other, 
category.
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Figure 19
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Overall, in the context of the entire study area, the index of concentration

consistentlv decreased, although the contribution of each of the three cate,sories to the

overall counterurban trend lvas quite diflbrent. According to the index values, cMAs as a

whole displayed a pattern similar to that of the entire studv area, namelv, onb of

deconcentration (see figure 20). of the four CMAs, it appears that Toronto and Hamilton

were mainly responsible for this overall trend. while the index values for both consistentl.v

decreased' the fornter experiencecl its most substantial decline in the value of the index

during the first decade of the study, followed by the subsequent levelling offduring the

following decade. Although the decline in the index values for the }{amiiton Cl\{A was
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more steady than its counterpart, betrveen I 981-91, the level of decline increased slightly
when compared to the previous decade. ln terms of the level of concentration as indicated
by the index' neither the Kitchener nor oshawa cMAs varied significantly from their
respective levels o1'concentration throughout the entire study period. In right of this it has
been concluded tha't the more populated cMAs of Toronto and Hamilton have been the
main cause of the overall trend of deconcentration disprayed not onry by this category, but
also overall

Figure 20

while the index value for cAs remained fairly stable overall, the index for the
'other 'category' although not substantially, only slightly increased during each interval
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shown in figure 2l belorv' It is in light of this and the previous findings, it has been

concluded that the main cause of the decline in the index and therefore overall trend of
deconcentration, is the experiences of the cMAs, namery the Toronto and Hamilton
census vletropolitan Areas' while developments outside these two metropolitan areas

may have experienced some growth, it is the experiences of these more highly populated

regions which appears to be responsible for influencing the overall trends observ,ed in the

context of the GTA as.a whole.

Figure 2l
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3.44 Summary

From the initial results of section 3.12, one could prematurely conclude that

between the years l97l-gl, overall the GTA experienced counterurban tendencies similar

to those documented in other developed countries around the world. Upon further

examination' it was discovered that unlike the results of vining and Strauss (1977) and

Long and DeAre ( 1 982), who after applying the index at various levels of areal

disaggregation concluded that dispersal lvas occurring atall levels, with respect to the

GTA' individual regional experiences varied. While the main urban cores of the GTA,

Metropolitan Toronto and the Regional Municipality of Hamilton-wentworth,

experienced signi{icant levels of deconcentration, the Regional Municipalities of york and

Peel respectively, simultaneously recorded significant levels of concentration

Following these initial conclusions, we then set out to test the validity of key

criticisms put forth by Gordon (lg7g), one of the main advocates of the overspill

hypothesis The previous author dismisses any trends in the redistribution of population

away lrom the core as nothing more than the accelerated expansion of these core areas

into their suburbs. First' in realizing that the index could show deconcentration rvhen

computed over large geographic regions (as illustrated in the case of the GTA), even r.vhen

substantial urbanisation is taking place in less populous areas, after computin-e the index

for a scheme based on regional subsets of the GTA" we find that the overall patterns

remained the same Therefore in the context of the GTA, whether exhaustive or exclusive

delineations were used, this would have little effect on our overall results.

Initial evidence gathered in support of the 'overspill' hypothesis was obtained in
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our analysis of individual growth rates at the level of the municipality. First, the cities of
vaughan, N{arkham, Mississauga and Brampton, each located immediately adjacent to the

metropolitan core' in terms of the average rate of groMh of their respective populations,

experienced the nrost substantial levels of growth. Therefore, although municipalities

further removed fiom the direct influence of the core also experienced growth, it is the

previously mentioned municipalities which stand out as the major growth areas of the

GTA in this respect.

Next, in terms of the overall change in the level of concentration as indicated by

the index' municipal outliers were determined and the individual experiences of each in this

respect examined' with Toronto, North York and Hamilton qualifying as outliers in terms

of their respective levels of deconcentration, Brampton and Mississauga rvere the leaders

in terms of concentration. These analysis offer additional evidence in support of the

metropolitan overspill hypothesis. while the metropolitan core area(s) continue to decline

in terms of population concentration, these suburban municipalities to the core are

experiencing levels of population concentration unmatched elsewhere in the GTA.

contributing to the relative decline of the core in this respect.

Although the initial core/periphery analysis, perhaps lends limited prelimrnary

support to the counterurbanization hypothesis, once the core area was overbound, what is

interesting is the fact that both the core and periphery areas experienced deconceltratio'

overall' From this we conclude that the criticisms surrounding the issue of how one

defines core and periphery are valid. When the expected growth of municipalities

immediatelv adiacent to the metropolitan core was taken into consideration. in terms of
displaying counterurban tendencies, the resulting patterns in redistribution of the GTA's
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population rvere less impressive than those of the former analysis.

In section 3'3, the experience outside the Toronto census Metropolitan Area was

examined in realizing that any growth within the commuting shed of the metropolitan core

could be interpreted as a continuation of the process of suburbanization. Aside frorn the

Hamilton cMA, all other regions either remained stable, or experienced a slight level of
concentration as indicated by the value of the index. The overall experience of the

Toronto cMA our redefined corq and theperipheral area was similar to the trends

discussed in the literature, referred to as the'turnbackaround, or the ,reversal 
of the

original reversal'' while the core appeared to be losing its rong held dominance in terms of
attracting the masses in the early to mid seventies, by the early eighties, the trend would

once again be one of concentration in the metropolitan core area, markinq the return of
urbanization as the major settlement partern throughout the overbound GTA. In light of
this we conclude that although there r,vas evidence of counterurbanization during the initial

phase of the study, these results suggest that as sfated in the literature (see Forstall and

Engels ( 1984), Engers ( r986), cochrane and vining ( 1988), and Fierding ( r986)), these

developments were perhaps nothing more than a 'temporary anomary,. Finallv,

the experiences of municipalities comprising cMAs, cAs and .other, 
develofrnents (i.e.

those trot included as part of the former), within the GTA were examined. oflbring

additional evidence in support of the 'temporary anomaly, hypothesis, arthough census

subdivisions comprising the 'other' category displayed the hi-ehest overall rate of growth in

population from l9]Il-76. within five years this substantial level of_qrowth would decline.

From 1981-86' while growth in the former levelled ofr, both cMAs and cAs experiencecl
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an increase in their respective population growth rates, apparently regaining some

traditional dominance in this respect. Therefore, although these developments which are

outside the influence of the urban areas, experienced substantially higher levels of

population growth during the early seventies, from the mid seventies onward. the

difference rvould become less pronounced.

As mentioned previously, it was the main objective of this analysis to shed some

light on the counterurbanizationissue in both a Canadian ancl urban context. Because of

its dominance in terms of both economic activity and population concentration, the

Creater Toronto ,\rea was chosen as the ideal setting for the study. Following the

consideration of the major criticisms put forth in revolving around the issues of areal

delineations' distinguishing between core and peripheral areas and finally, metropolital

overspill, suflcient evidence has been found in support of the conclusions that in the

context of the GTA as defined for our purposes, metropolitan overspill has played a major

role in influencing the resultin-e trends in population distribution. In the context of the

overbound Toronlo CMA, although during the early seventies, our results may haye

suggested that perhaps a nerv pattern of population redistribution was developinu. it

turned out to be a 'temporary anomaly' as evidence of the'reversal of the original reversal'

experienced internationally, was documented. Therefore, the bulk of our results suggest

that metropolitan overspill has played a major role in influencing the overall resulting

trends in population distribution in the GTA.



4.1 lntroductiorl

It has been demonstrated in Chapter 3, that the Greater Toronto Area experienced

substantial changes in terms of population redistribution patterns over the twenty-year

period between l97l-91. Although to this point the primary locus of this thesis lias beerr

the analysis of trends in population distribution, of equal importance are the

developments in relation to economic activity that may have taken place alongside these

trends' In addition to the shift in the concentration of the urban population from the

metropolitan core to the surrounding municipalities, a corresponding shift in terms of
economic activity may have also taken place. Therefore, growth of suburban

communities may not olily be affecting where people are choosing to live. but also w.here

potential employens are increasingly locating, and therefore.ivhere potential emplo-vees

both in and around these high growth suburban areas are choosing to work. It is the

aforementioned issue that'"vill be the focus of this final chapter of analysis. First. if both

the populations and the level of employment in certain high growth areas are becoming

increasingly concentrated, the question is; are these trends simultaneously jeopardizing

the traditional dominance of the metropolitan core in both respects? on the other hand.

despite the trends in population redistribution arvay from the core, it is possible that

although people's preferences are increasingll,becoming suburbap. economicallv, ties to

the metropolitan core could have either remained stable or even become stronger rvith

time' once sttffieir:nt insight into the above issue has been given, the final objective.

somewhat related to the previous, will be to shed some light on the notion of .balanced'.

i7
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'self-contained' 

developments in the GTA. If in fact the core is rosing dominance in termsof beirrg the printary fbcus of economi c activityand popuration concentration, as theserapidly growing suburbs become more independent with the deveropment of a rnurti-nodar

;T:;",:r;"he 
indices ofbalance and setrconrainmenr 

shourd lend additional support

In order to analyse the patterns of economic activity and its potentiar redistributionaway fiorn the core' commuting data from the Transportation Tomorrow Surveys (TTs)of 1986' gl & g6'has 
been obtained' In order to represent the totarpopuration of theGTA, each record has been given an expansion fbctor. defined as the ratio of the numberof TTs househord sampres to census dwering units in an aggregation distri'. Asmentioned previously in section l'223,the three surveys differ in terms of the suney areaand data co'llection methods' Although both the r99r and r996 surveys containedinformation about trips coming into the GTA from the fringe area, to be consistent withthe 1986 survey data' these trips ha'e been excruded from the anarysis. In addition, therggr survey was condurcted as an update of the initiar rgg6 surv.ey, with particuraremphasi's on informarion only in area's fhat experiencecr rapid poprration gror.r,th cruring thefive-year period between the two surveys. I' response to trris. the 1996 suF/ey hasbeenincluded ro ensui-e that anyconcrusions drawn are nor 

".r";:,:' ," " -: -, ,:the l99l data set. 
rrur trrron€ous, due to the liniitations of

For each survev' separate origin-destination trip matrices have been compirecr forwork and discretionary- purposes' The matrices, coverin g a 24-hour period, incr'de a'travel rnodes, and include only the first trip of the da_y to work fbr each person. ln the
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case of multi-purpose trips, the commuter's zone of residence was taken as the origin of

the trip, rather than the actual origin as recorded in the surv'ey to ensure consistency in the

data.

Initially, the resulting trip matrices corresponded to planning districts as detined bv

the surveys. There are a total of 46 planning districts defined for the GTA. Districts 1-16

nrake-up N4etropolitan Toronto, rvhile the remaining 30 districts {17-46) are detined b-v

municipalities (see figure 22). Inorder to ensure consistency, planning districts located

within Metropolitan Toronto were manually aggregated to the level of the municipality.

Figure 22.

j9

t-,ra
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4.2 Core vs. Feriphery

4.21 Core Origin/Core llestined Trips

Metropolitan'foronto, defined as the core, has a commuting shed that spans the

entire Greater Toronto Area as defined for the purposes of this thesis. lt was previouslv

determined tha1. not only did the core lose its dominance in terms of population

concentration, but it actually experienced an overall decline itr terms of the number of

people residing in the region between l97l-91. As figure 23 below suggests, alongside

the shill in population away fi'ont the core area, the total nutnber of work trips having an

origin within the core also consistently decreased between 1986 and 1996. This initial

observation cornes as no surprise" since it is only natural that if fewer people are living

within the boundaries o{'the core area, then lewer work trips will be originating there as a

Figure 23
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result' Possible exceptions to the previous statement, would be a situation where strictly
unemployed people moved fiom the core region, perhaps because of the higher cost of
living r'vithin the metropolitan boundaries. A second, more prausibre exception wourd be a
scenario where the number of multiple worker households in the core region, increased
during the same time period An illustrative example would be the experience Toronto
cMA from 195l-1g76' As emptv nesters and families with children migrated to the
suburbs during this period, their vacant dwelling units were increasingry being re-occupied
by young aspiring murtiple worker househords.(Miron, rgTg)

As figure 23 suggests, the number of discretionary trips having an origin within the
core' are substantially higher in comparison to the former and conversery have been on
the rise' Therefore, although fewer people live in the core region, those remaining are
apparently taking rnore trips for discretionary purposes. Gordon, Kumar and Richarclson
(1988)' note the intportance of changing lifbstyles (e.g. more meals eaten outside the
home' frequent visits to health clubs etc.), resulting in more freque't and more reqular
non-work trips.

A similar pattern in relation to the total number of trips destined for the core is also
evident' overall' the number of work trips destined for the core decreased, perhaps as a
result of decentralising industry. Therefore, not only has there been a relative.population
shift to peripheral regions' but also a similar shift in employment occurred, wlrich caused
the observed decline in rvork trips r.vith either an origin or destination within the core.
once again' the total number of core-bound discretionary trips increased, which is quite
consistent r'vith the lrterature. while Gordon et al (l9gg) obsened that non-work trips in
the USA grew at a substantially higher rat'e than work trips, Gordon and Richardson
(1990) discuss the importance of decentralizedlife-styres and the impact they have had in
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terms of facilitating the rising number of non_work trips.
4. 22 Core_periphery Auivity

ln obsen'ing the total trips with a core origin and a peripherar destination, not onryhave the number of r'vork trips going from core region to peripherar areas increased. but asfigure 24 ilrustrates, the number of discretionary trips arso increased. Arthough in
previous decades' the core may have been the more popurar rocation for work purposes,
this observation illLrstrates the undeniable reversar of this trend. with certain peripheral
areas becoming increasingly 'built up', the dominance of the core in terms of attracting thework fbrces of its suburban areas is perhaps shifting outwards to the rapidlygroivin_q

municipalities such iis Vaughan, Mississauga. Markham and
chapter 3 

' -'^rvurJJ4s5o' rvrilr.Koitm and Richmond Hill, highlighted in
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Fisure 24
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4. 2 3 Inter-cure,4ctivitv

The patterns observed in relation to inter-core trips, (i.e. those having both an

origin and destination within the core), offer additional support to the previous

conclusions dra'wn in sectiotts 4.21 and 4 22 While the level of inter-core work trips

declined, inter-c,ore discretionary trips increased (see figure 25). Again, not only were

there tbr.ver work trips having either an origin or a destination within the core region, but

in addition, the number of self-contained work trips within the metropolitan area also

declined. In light of this and the previous findings we conclude that as work related

activity gradually migrates to more suburban locations, perhaps discretionary activities are

then'filling the'uoid'.
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F'igure 25

These preliminary analyses of the overall change in the magnitude of trips for both work

and discretiona,li pllrposes support the conclusions that not only have the trends itr

population redistribution favoured the more peripheral regions, but the trend appears to be

the same tbr all activities. In addition to attracting more trips from other peripheral

regions that in the past rnay have been destined for the core, as time progresses, peripheral

areas in general appear to be attracting more trips from the core itself. Tn light of this, it

appears tirat the declining influence of the core is not a strictly demographic phenomenon,

but also has economic underpinnings.
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ffi Core'9s - Work Trips

@ Core'96 - Discretionary
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It rvas our objective in the previous section to draw some conclusions witli respect

to changes in the overall level of activity between the metropolitan core and its periphery

Although solne gelleral trends w-ere successfully determined, it is our intention in this

section to further analvse these trends at a greater level of detail. It has not only been

determined that the overall level of ,,vork-related activity in the core, whether it is trips

having an origin, destination or both r,vithin this area, consistently declined, but in addition,

the periphery is increasingly becoming the net attractor of these trips with time. Although

as the numbers sllggests, our conclusions are quite clear, the question now becomes.

v,here exactly in /he periphery are these trips being ctttracted?

4.31 Influencing the h[etropolitan Core

As figure 26 suggests, the majority of trips goinq from core to periphery in l9g6

were destined tbr a select tbw municipalities. With little change in the overall distribution

of trips beiween iire ihree surveys, ihe ivfunicipalities of Brampton, iVfississauga. N,{arkham

and Vaughan together, accounted for more than 80% of these trips. With respect to

discretionary trips, a similar pattern is also apparent in that the previously mentioned

municipalities were again the net attractors of the majority of trips going fiorn core to

periphery. In iight of these preliminary observations, we conclude that although the trends

discussed in terms of core-periphery analysis are valid, as with the redistribution of

population, it is specifically within these particular municipalities that the maioritv of trios

from the ccre to periphery are destineci.
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Figure 26

It should be noted that there are in fact trips originating in the core that are destined for

other municipalities in the peripheral area, which rve have not included in figure 26, since

individually these destinations account fbr less than l%oof the overall trips. pickering and

Richmond Hill have been included above because each municipality. accounts lor at least

5% of the overall trips from core to periphery, which we have deemed a significant

amount, at least in comparison to other municipalities located in the peripheral area
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4. 3 2 Additional Actit ity

Altht-rugh the majority of trips going from core to periphery are destined for the

municipalities shown in figure 26, it is possible that other peripheral municipalities could

be responsible for attracting the additional work trips highlighted in section 4.22. which

originated in the core but were destined for a peripheral location. Due to the magnitude of

these additional trips relative to the total, it is possible that this pattern may not have been

detected r'vithin the previous analysis. Inlightof this, separate analysis was conductecl with

respect to the additional work trips incurred between each survey. The results suggest

that as well as attracting the majority of trips from the core, the Municipalities of

Markham, Vaughan and Mississauga also attracted the majority of the additional work

trips incurred bet'ween each survey (see figure 27) Between 1986-91, Markham anci

Mississauga together, accounted for nearly 7TYo of the additional trips, while Richmond

Hill, Vaughan and Oakville accounted fbr approximately 25Yo. Between l99l-96.

Vaughan itsell significantly increased its individual share of the additional trips to more

than 507o' rvhich is perhaps indicative of rapid development and the existence of nerv

employment opportunities, or the movement of existing fbcilities from else*,here to this

Iocation. Combined, Richmond Hill, Markham and Mississauga accounted lbr the

remainin-e 509/o of'the additional trips. Therefore, in addition to being the traditional net

attractors of trips originating within the metropolitan core with a peripheral destination"

from 1986 onr'vards, it appears that the overall influence of these particular municipalities

in this respeet has continued to increa-qe with each sun'ey. Although from l9g6-96 the

relative level of influence shifted between the aforementioned municipalities. overail these
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specific municipalities are mainly responsible for the general patterns discussed in section

4'2. Ln light of these findings. it has been concluded that in addition to experiencing rapid

levels of grouth in terms of population, evidently at the expense of the core's traditional

dominance, a similar pattern has been illustrated in relation to the level of economic

activity and influence.

Figure 27

Additional Core - Peripherv
Work Trip - GTA

4.33 Influence of the Metropolitun Core

To this poirrt we have illustrated the influence that particular municipalities have

n": 
"" Metropolitan Toronto in terrns of attracting and redirecting activity ar.vay from this
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area. Although it has been established that a select few municipalities have been

responsible for the general trends highlighted in the previous sections. we will now turn

our attention to an equally as interesting issue, mainly the influence the core has had

throughout each survev on these particular municipalities. Figure 28, offers some

preliminary insight into the previous issue.

Of the tcltal r.vork trips in 1986 having a destination lvithin each respective census

subdivision, ihe percentage of trips coming from the core area has been highlighted The

results suggest that the int.luence of the core in this respect to some extent, may be a

function of distance While the municipalities immediately adjacent to the core in 1986

were experiencing the greatest level of influence from the core in this respect. as distance

from the core increases, the overall percentage of work trips which have a core origirr

decreases. It should be noted that in rnaking such a statemeltt we are not disregarding the

existence of additional explanatory factors, but simply noting the possibility of distance

being an impcrtant fuctor amongst others such as population size. accessibilitt'. cr u'hether

an area is 'job rich' or'job poor' fbr instance.

Although the above may have been the case in 1986. again question arises rvhether

this pattern actuallv became more or less pronounced with subsequent surv-eys. Table I

suggests it is the later that has developed with time. In each case. the percentase of the

total trips coming from the core has decreased between 1986-96. Therefore, although ties

to the core remain to be significant, they are becoming weaker with time as the core's

contribr-rtion,s with respect to the overall level of activity becomes le-ss pronounced.
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Fieure 28

% of Trips
ffi 0-7

ml7-rc
wffi 16-32
w 32-63

@ 63-82

0 0.0003 0.0006 Miles
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Tatrle 1

Bramptort

lvlissi.ssctuga

l)icker,ing

Riclmond Hill

Although the proportion of trips coming from the core to each municipalitl,is

definitely on the clecline, it is possible that the number of trips going in the opposite

direction could simultaneously be increasing in magnitude. ln light of this, the finai

objective of our analysis will be to take a brief look at the le,,el of inf'luence the core has

had in terms of attracting trips from the previously mentioned municipalities. Although

not as pronollnce(l as the pattern of declining inf'luence in the opposite directio'. Iable 2

suggests a sinlilar pattern has developed. In 1986, the core was the destination for at least

409"c' of the total rriork-trips originating in the municipalities of Mississauga and Richmond

Hill and accounted for over 60% of those originating in Markham and pickering. with the

exceptiotr of fuchmond Hill. itt each case at least a slight decline in this respect was

recorded bet*'een 1986-96. N4arkham, N4ississauga and Vaughan recorded the grearesr

decline in terms of the percentage of trips destined for the core area. Alons rvith the
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of
previous results. these findings have been interpreted as preliminary evidence in support

the increasing independence of these particular municipalities from the core area.

T:rble 2

4.4 Breheny's [ndices

It is the objective of this final section of analysis to offer some preliminary insights

into the issue of balanced, self-contained developments in the Greater Toronto Area. To

this point it has been determined that a select fer,v municipalities, namely those located

immediately adjacent to the metropolitan core area, har,,e been mainly responsibie for the

general trends highlighted in the previous sections 3.1- q.3. In light ofthis,.it is our

opinion that the experiences of these particular municipalities along with that of the core,

with respect to the notion of bala'ced, self-contained development is rvorthy of t'rther

discussion.

Pickering
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4. 4 1 .Iobs/Housing Balunce

Existing research tends to focus on either the issue of -lobs-futusing bttlcutce or

excess conrmutirtg as the two main approaches taken in attempts to answer the question of

hou' trrban slrttcture c{fects commuting. It is the lbrmer that is of interest for our

purposes and therefore will be further discussed. Jobs-housing balance as a public policy

tool has been proposed by various regional authorities throughout developed nations as a

remedy for ihe erscalating traffic congestion problems. Theoretically, the main objective in

creating balance is to have a similar number ofjobs and housing units in a defined

geographical areit' (Cen'ero, i989) It is assumed that there will be high rates of tra,u,ei

within and less commuting into or outside a defined community, therefore raising the

probability of tra'u'el by modes other than motorised personal vehicle (ie. travelling bv foot,

bicycle or public transit). By moving workers and houses closer together, and as a result,

reducing the overall amount of commuting, jobs-housing balance otlbrs an apparentlv

simple solution t0 alleviate congestion problems. Although the concept sounds

reasonable. jobs-housing balance remains to be highly controversial as a public policy tool.

It has been suggested that the viability of balance as a policy tool rests on the initial

assumption that intervention is actually required to achieve balance within a'defined area.

Giuliano (1992), concludes that as part of the urban development process. jobs-housing

imbalances often recede over time, as jobs and housing mutually co-locate to optimise

travel times and ease commuting, therefore intenention is not necessary. As

demonstrated in the hi'story of urban clevelopment, metropolitan areas expanci as

households seek lower cost housing at the periphery and as these new settlements deveiop,
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this new labour force attracts employers.

Equally as critical to the policy intervention argument is the demonstration of the

existence of a significant relationship between jobs-housing balance and commuting

patterns' Giuiiano (1992), followin-e an extensive literature review finds that empirical

evidence' whether it be supporting or refuting the idea is somewhat lacking and that

balance tactics h:rve little impact on reducing traffic congestion in the past. Similar

conclusions were reached by other critics of the jobs-housing balance hypothesis including

the work of Dou'ns (1992), Giuliano and Small (1993), and Wachs et al. (1993) pointing

out the many other sources of growth in traffic congestion (ie. population, per capita use

of automobiles female labour force participation), which may be equaly or more

important. Norvlan and Stewart (1991) and Cervero (1989), are two of the only,,srudies

which deal directly with the relationship between jobs-housing balance and commuting.

Nowlan and Steu'art. in examining the City of Toronto's core, found that although

substantial office construction occurred between 1g75-g8. much of its impact on peak-

hour work-trips entering the area was offset by accelerated housing constructiop. Cen ero

(1989) on the other hand fbund longer commutes to be associated r.vith jobs-housinu

mismatches' Housing cost and availability were found to be significant explinatory factors

in residential local,ion choice, and in areas r.vhere characteristics of the r.vorkers did not

match the housing stock, more inter-zonalcommuting was recorded. These two studies

provide evidence, though limited, in support of the hypothesis that jobs_housing

mismatches can and does in fact lead to longer commutes. Ajthough there is a cjear need

for additional empirical studies documenting the relationship between traffic and the
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spatial relationship between jobs and housing, it is not within the objectives of this thesis

to explore this issue.

Although the majority of the literature makes reference to the ratio ofjobs to

homes as the workin-e definition of 'balance', it is the balance between the number of

people actually seeking jobs in an area and the local availability ofjobs which is perhaps

most important. In light of this, perhaps a more useful measure is the ratio betr.veen

resident workers and jobs (Breheny er at, 1998). Balance indices, measured as the number

ofjobs available in a particular municipality per resident worker, have been calculated for

each respective municiparity and are displayed in Table 3, derived from the

origin/destination matrices for the GTA. As expected, due to the limited nature of the

sample' a certain degree of error has been introduced as reflected in the rather low.inder

values overall. In light of this, the main objective of this section of analysis to simply

examine and comment on relative values in discussing the development of particular areas

in terms cf ha.,,ing ariobs-housing balance.

As mentiotred previously, an index value equal to 1.0 tbr a specific area signifies a

perf'ectly balancecl community" while variation above or belor.v this suggests a particular

area is relativelv 'iob rich' or Job poor'. According to these standards, th6,indices

suggest that municipalities comprising the Greater Toronto Area appear to be .job poor'.

in that the number of resident workers exceed the local availability ofjobs. It should be

noted at this point that although the relative distribution of employment throughour the

GTA is quite accurate, levels of employment concentration within the respective

municipalities are'under-represented, as indicated by the low index values. Sufficient
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explanation for this apparent under-representation lies in the fact that the GTA is a

substantial net attractor of trips from surrounding areas outside the boundaries of the GTA

as defined in this thesis. Although the 1991 and 1996 surveys rvere expanded to include

information on trips coming into the GTA from areas outside the outer boundaries of the

six regional municipalities participating in the 1986 survey, no information on cross

boundary work linkages was collected for the latter. To ensure consistenc.v in the data.

information on trips beyond the outer boundaries of the GTA as clefined in the original

survey were excluded' Because a significant number of trips destined for the GTA have

origins outside the area (i.e. adjacent communities and large urban areas outside the GTA

such as Grelph, Barrie, cambridge and Kitchener), the overall number ofjobs in certain

municipalities (i'e sum of total work trips destined for an area) rvill be under-represented

It comes as no surprise that the Metropolitan Toronto Core as a whole, relatively

speaking is amongst the leaders with respect to being lurthest along the balance scale. It is
also worth noting that althou-eh this region is amongst the leaders in terms of population

de'sity and balance' according to the results of our analysis, its dominance in both respects

appears to be deteriorating with time. As evidenced in the previous analvsis of section

4'2' the magnitude of trips with an origin in the core and a destination withih the high

growth municipalities in the suburbs has been increasing. Therefore, if potential emplovers

who have in the past chosen to locate in the core area, are now choosing these suburban

locations at the expense of the core, this r.vould be reflected in the overall decrease in the

value of the balance indices.

The cities of Hamilton and oshawa, each being the urban core of their respective
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census Metropolitan Areas, although in the case of the former not to the same extent.

have also been experiencing a situation similar to that of Metropolitan Toronto. tsoth

Hamilton and oshawa were amongst the leaders in terms of being the most balanced in

1986' while the fbrmer decreased only slightly in this respect. the latter experienced a

decline in the index equal to that of Toronto. Again, as these 'built-up, areas develop rvith

time it appears that the,v too are perhaps experiencing growth in their suburbs at the

expense of the main core area itself

The townships of Brock, Georgina and Halton Hills were also amongst the most

balanced municipalities with values ranging from the high seventies to the low eighties in

1986' Perhaps due to the lower levels of population density in these areas, the close

match between resident workers and the local availability ofjobs is made possible

Discarding the l99l figures due to sampling error, as evidelced in the decrease in the

index values' it appears that the level of population growth is exceeding localjob grorvth

as these tcr.",nships continue to develop

It should be noted that only in the case of extremely low index values can 
've 

assume an

area is largely residential in character. with respect to the high gror.vth municipalities

highlighted previously, 4 of the 6 can be classified as extremely job poor,. with index

values less than 0'30 in the cases of Pickering, Richmond Hiil and Markham and as lorv as

0 12 for vaughan in 1986, these high growth areas which are increasingly exerting their

economic influence on the core area, relatively speaking, appear to be amongst the most

Job poor' municipalities witlrin the Greater Toronto Area. Along rvith the previous

observations in secti'ln 4-3' this has been interpreted as evidence in support of the .urban
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development hypothesis'. Although the first steps of development were largely

demographic, as reflected in the rates of growth, this initial development in population

over the past few decades is perhaps acting as a catalyst to the re-location or new

development of economic activities in the same areas. In the case of Vaughan, the

significant increase from 1986-96 in the value of the index is perhaps further supporting

evidence. The far:t that Pickering, Richmond Hill and Markham either experienced a slight

decrease in the value of the index or remained stable, has been interpreted as evidence that

not only is the population continually migrating to these particular areas, but they are

continuing to do so at a higher rate than potential employers.

Although the index values for Mississauga and Brampton suggest an under

provision ofjobs in comparison to the number of resident workers, a-9ain relativelv

speaking, with index values in the high tbrties and fifties, compared to the previous

municipalities they appear to be further along in the traditional urban development

process. In aCdition to the fact that both municipalities rvere the outliers in terms of their

respective levels of population concentration, such a conclusion has some rnerit.

Considering these municipalities are further developed in terms of residential

concentration, according to the urban development hypothesis it only makes sense that the

level of economic development should also be more advanced.
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Table3.-@

Origin purpoielome
Destin Purpose: Work
Start Time : 24 Hour Balance tidiG

csD !9sG I tsgt r996

Toronto
York

East York
Etobicoke
North York

Scarbqrough
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4.42 Self-Contuinment

While the ratio between resident workers and jobs is reflected in the

aforementioned indices of balance, self-containment indices are based on actual trip

behaviour. Whereas the former represents the potential for internal trip making, the latter

measures the extent to which trips actually materialize within a defined geographical area

(Cerv'ero, 1995). 'Ihe main objective of self-contained developments is basically achieving

a built fbrm whicli is selfsustaining, therefore allowing its residents to w-ork, shop and

recreate within it. Table 4 below, derived through the application of equations l.l and 1.2

to data on the levels of in and out-commuting, is a list of the resulting indices of self-

containment.

Equution 1.1 Iruler of Inileperulence : Internul Trips

f In-coning and Out-going Trips

: Internal Trips

flnternul und Out-going Trips

The indices of independence (see equation 1.1), measuring internal trips relative to

the sum of the total in-corning and out-going trips, vary fron as lorv as 0.05'and in the

case of the core region up to 2.33. With higher index values reflecting a greater degree of

self-containment, the results suggest that in terms of self-containment. r,vith an indir,,idual

value of 1.47 in 1986. the City of Hamilton was the leader in this respect. The index of

retention (see eqtlation 1.2), essentially. by ignoring trips into the area, with an upper limit

of I 0 (a case where all resident workers live and work in the same geographical area),

Equetion 1.2 Inde-r of Retention
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measures the proportion of resident workers employed locally. As illustrated above, the

index is calculated by dividing the number of work trips that are internal to an area by the

sum of the total internal trips and work trips out. In examining the indices of retention

(see Table 6 also), Hamilton recorded the highest index once again at 0.77.possible

explanation for these relatively high values is probably related to the fact that the nations

leading steel industry is located in Hamilton and therefore a large proportion of the

industry's employees are obviously locals. As was the case with the indices of

concentration and balance. the indices of self-containment and retention also decreased

with each subsequent survey. In light of this, one might conclude that as people move to

the suburbs and jobs have began to follow, people who still reside in the main city, for

various reascns are perhaps increasingly choosing to take advantageof employment

opportunities outside the built up area. Secondly, perhaps more people are choosing to

reside in suburban locations but continuing to commute to the urban core. Either scenario

or a combination of both could essentially be responsible for the downr*rard trend in the

respective index values. A similar trend is evident in the case of Metropolitan Toronto

Although in 1986 with a self-containment index value as high as 2.33 and a retention index

of 0'87' by l99l these values would decrease substantially In addition to this, the inder

values for the municipalities of Mississauga, Markham, vaughan and pickeiing,

immediately adjacent to the core region, either increased or remained stable. Therefbre. as

the core's ability to retain trips internally and attract trips from external locations

continues to decline, perhaps its longstanding economic dominance in this respect is

shiftin-e to these rapidly developing suburban municipalities. Once again, the Citv of
Vaughan, despite scoring very low in the case of self-containment and relatively lor,v in the
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case of retention in 1986, recorded the greatest increase betr.veen-subsequent surveys in

both cases (as with the indices of concentration and balance). Therefore not only is

Vaughan the outlier in terms of population growth and the level of concentration, the

results suggest that it also appears to be the most rapidly developing in terms of becominc

a more balanced, self-contained built form.

The previous analysis of the jobs/housing balance and selficontainment in the

context of the GTA' offers additional evidence in support of our previous conclusions.

The relative decline in both population and commuter flows together, emphasize the

faltering dominanc;e of the metropolitan core, in terms of attracting and retaining both the

masses and economic activity. As long as a combination of populations, industry and

other forms of business continue to suburbanize andtake advantage of the relarivell.

cheaper, more spacious enr,'ironment, available only outside the metropolitan core, the

continuation of this trend is inevitable.
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Table 6. - !49[!ggg of Self-Containment 19g6-96

Origin Purpose: Home
Destin Purpose: Work
Start Time : 24 Hour Independence Retention

CSD 1986 1991 1996 1986 1991 1996

Toronto
York

East York
Etobicoke
North York

Scarborough
,- , i.i.Core,

Brock
Uxbridge

. 9."cugog.
='. Pickering. l

Ajax
Whitby

,r;;-;,,.:;B_5,[r'a'Wa;i. : .,

Clarington
Georgina
East Gwillim
Newmarket
Aurora

t,i:.1;,'Ri inond,,Hill,.,
Whitchurch-St

';;,'::t Markham',.,

.King.. Vaughan,
Caledon
Blapplo1,

" nAeSissaiig'a
Halton Hills
Milton
Oakville
Burlington

Flamborough
Dundas
Ancaster
Glanbrook

Stoney Creek
.,'.i', "-:Harii i ltoii :-.,..r r+ :' 'rrr.l

| 0.55 0.56 0.51
I 0.16 0.13 0.13
| 0.08 0.11 0.06
| 0.26 0.24 0.2,1

I o.zt 0.18 o.17
| 0.38 0.36 0.32

l,lizsa,;{.1i'.':..1,g2' 1,s7,
0.79 0.41 0.45
0.27 0.20 0.28
0.40 0.29 0.35

Ititi,'lO5$glt0.t'g''' .i't)*:72::'

0.20 0.18 0.15
0.21 0.22 0.19

"#*0fi;q#i;',0.61 -; ..:0.;S3

0.41 0.32 0.29
0.41 0.28 0.36
0.06 0.06 0.07
0.32 0.20 0.27
o.21 0.22 0.18

Fi;lo-.."16Fi!ix-{l*-' 15',:'. ' ;0.'15, ,0.19 0.18 0.15
;,iiiO:ia,r"il1l1,Q.{ g,' :., : i0.:15;',,.

0.11 0.10 0.11
i.; O.Og-:1,':i;l''0.13 , ',-O:tS

0.19 0.33 0.23
..*p,S0..,,:; 0.48 : 0.42
(',.Q'.!l;::;' "' 0.42 :, 0.45, '

0.57 0.25 0.43
0.51 0.45 0.42
0.40 0.33 0.30
0.49 0.56 0.44
0.23 0.20 0.21
0.19 0.06 0.15
0.18 0.19 0.13
0.06 0.10 0.11
0.18 0.20 0.18

#"-.d7'#.Si:1t22@,i/+7'!4i3i:"n

I 0.67 0.68 0.64

| 0.20 0.17 0.17

| 0.15 0.1e 0.13

I 0.35 0.33 0.31

| 0.2e o.29 O.2B

I 0:37 0.37 0.34

I 0.87 0.84 0.82
| 0.49 0.35 0.35
I o.zz o.2s 0.27
| 0.32 0.27 0.30

l,: 
;.'9,i7:, , O.iA ,.'0.16 -'

| 0.24 . 0.21 0.18
| 0.26 0.26 O.23

| .;0i60.,tr,.r. 0.531' .;ta,gA7,' ,

I 0.39 0.28 0.25
0.31 0.24 0.28
0.06 0.07 0.08
0.34 0.24 0.31
0.25 0.25 0.22

' -623rr, ..", 0,:{9-,,'i,:t,i,g,2illi,-o
0.23 0.21 0.19
0.23 .0:26 .' 01.26

0.13 0.11 0.13
,0::,19,, , : O:24 l:, O.27
0.19 0.28 0.24
,9',:!4. , , p,42 ;' 

'0.3.9

0.45 j '" 0:46 ' l. 0;49 
=o.41 0.24 0.34

0.43 0.42 0.42
0.43 0.37 0.36
0.44 0.48 0.43
0.24 0.19 0.22
0.20 0.07 0.19
0.21 0.23 0.16
0.07 0.10 0.12
0,21 0.23 0.21
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5.0 COI{CLUSIONS

A ttumber of cronclusiotrs have been drarvn tiom the previous analysis of chapters

3 and 4, with respect to trends in the redistribution of both the population and economic

activitv in the GTA. The results of both chapters offer convincing evidence in support of

the conclusion that contrary to traditional trends favouring rnetropolitan areas. the

patterns in both the redistribution of the population and economic activity are becoming

less oriented to this area. while favouring specific peripheral areas outside the

metropolitan core itself

Initiallv, from the analysis of chapter 3, we concluded that the overall pattern r.vith

respect to the redistribution of population was one of deconcentration for the GTA as a

whole. Upon ftlrther revier.v thor-rgh, we find evidence in support of the hypothesis that

the obsen'ed trends can simply be interpreted as the continuation of the process of

suburbanisation, only at an accelerated level. Evidence gathered in support of ti-re

previous hypothesis began rvith our analysis of individual growth rates at the level of the

municipalitv. First, the cities of Vaughan. Markham. Mississauga and Bram-pton. each

located immediately adjacent to the metropolitan core, in terms of the avera_qe rate of

growth of their respective populations, experienced the most substantial levels of change.

Theretbre, although municipalities further removed frorn the direct influence of the core

also experienced gror,vth. it is the previouslv mentioned municipalities which stand out as

the major growth a.reas of the GTA in this respect. Second, outliers in terms of the

t04
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overall change in the level of concentration as demonstrated through the observed change

in the value of the Hoover index of concentration were determined. while the cities of
Toronto and Hamilton, the urban cores of their respective census metropolitan areas. were

determined to be amongst the outliers in terms of the level of deconcentration. outliers in
terms of concentration once again included the municipalities of Brampton, Mississau,qa

and Markham Therefore, in terms of population, not only are these particurar

municipalities experiencing the highest growth rates, but each has experienced ler,,els of
concentration unmatched elsewhere in the GTA. Third, although our initial analysis of
the core/periphery suggested that perhaps counterurban tendencies had developed, after
overbounding the core to inclucle immediately adjacent municipalities, this was no longer

the case' ln light of this and the previous results, we conclude that it is mai'ly the

municipalities immediately adjacent and therefore under direct inf'luence of the

metropolitan core which are responsible for the observed trends in the redistribution of
population from the core areas of the GTA ro the periphery.

In realizing the itttportatrce of studying economic activity alongside a'y tre'ds in
population redistribution. \ve set out to do this through the analvsis of TTS data fbr the

GTA' The results fi'om the analysis of commutes in chapter 4, lend additionai'supporr to
the former conclusions From our initial analysis of core-periphery activitv. it has been

demonstrated that the total work-trips with a core origin, as well as the total number of
inter-core trips' each decreased betr.veen 1986-96. As mentionecl previously, this is not

surprising since it wa-s determined in chapter 3 fhaf the Metropolitan Toronro core area

experienced a substantial decline in population between 197 I -9 I , thereforc if less people
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are living in the core, it only makes sense that less work-trips will have an origin in this

particular area. More interesting though, is the fact that in ascertaining the nature of

commuter interaction between the metropolitan core and the peripheral areas we find the

total trips with both a core origin and a peripheral destination, also increased. ln addition.

total commutes in the opposite direction also decreased. Therefore, both observations

emphasise the relative decline in commuter flows to the core area- although in terms of

net inflows' overall the core continues to dominate. As a result of the previous

observations' it has been concluded from our analysis of core-periphery activity that

patterns in the redistribution of economic activity in the GTA are similar to those

previously determined in relation to the redistribution of the population. Therefore, not

only is the core losing its traditional dominance with respect to attracting the masses. but

these preliminary results suggest that in terms of economic activity a similar pattern has

developed. These observations coincide with observations made by Gera et al. (197g)

who concluCe that as a result of the der.,elopment of both residential and work nodes in

peripheral areas, c,cmmuting to the metropolitan core gradually decreases.

Although as in chapter three, one might prematurelv conclude fiom this

preliminary analysis that the redistribution of economic activity discussed above is

evidence of counterurbanization, a more detailed examination suggests otherw,ise

Through the analysis of the specific municipal destinations of those trips originating in

the core, with a destination in the periphery, it has been determinecl that it is a select fer,v

municipalities which are responsibre for the bulk of this trend. once again, the

municipalities of vaughan, Markham, Mississauga and Brampton together accounted for
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a substantial80ot' of the trips coming from the core in 19g6. As stated above, the

magnitude of trips going from core to periphery increased, therefore it is possible that

these additional trips could have destinations outside these high grofih municipalities. In

light of this. these additional trips were examined separately. The results show that from

1986-91' vaughan, Markham and vlississauga, together accounted for over 7ro/oof these

additional trips, between 1991-96 the City of vaughan itself would account for over

50Yo of the additional trips. In light of this it has been concluded that these particular

municipalities, located immediately adjacent to the metropolitan core are mairuy

responsible for the overall patterns in the redistribution of both population and economic

activity from the core area to the periphery.

Finally' our preliminary analysis of balance and self-containment ofrered some

finalizing evidence in support of the previous conclusions. Although in 19g6, the

Metropolitan Toronto core was amongst the leading areas in terms of being balancecl and

self-contained' subsequent surveys demonstrate both the gradualdevelopment or in

cerlain instances stagnation of suburban municipalities and the decline of the core area in

both respects.

It was the main objective of this thesis to study the counterurbanizaticin

phenomenon in a canadian context. The results suggests that for the most part anv

patterns r'vhich could be interpreted as possible evidence of the existence of counterurban

patterns can be explained through the 'metropolitan overspill' hypothesis, which simply

explains these patte.rns as the continr;ation of the process of suburbanisation. As

population growth rryithin municipalities outside the metropolitan core continues. this
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development creates a demand for other types of activity in the periphery (i.e. various

services' commercial and industrial jobs and recreational activities). As this process

continues, identifiable centres develop outside the inner core and become the focus for

employment, administrative and commercial activities. The resulting urban form

increasingly resembles a multi-nucleated city structure. Although the core continues to

provide a focus for populations and jobs, some of its dominancc in these respects is

shifted to these newly developed centres, leading to the obsen'ed patterns in the

redistribution of economic activity and population away from the urban core.

Although the process counterurb anizationhas not been documented in the

context of the GTr\ the trends which have been documented should still have important

implications for the logic and design of regional developrnent policies for both core and

peripheral areas' It has been demonstrated in this thesis that in addition to personal

preferences shifted in the direction of peripheral locations, as these areas continue to

consolidate, apparently economic activities (ie. comme rcial andinclustrial jobs) have done

the same' These patterns of development coincide with the 'official plan fbr the Urban

Structure: Metropolitan Toronto, rgg4', in which there are three types of centres

designated' First, there is the 'central Area', the dominant area for the conientration of
business, government, institutions and cultural and recreational activities. Second"

'Major centres' are multi-functional in land use, and compact and pedestrian oriented in

design' Finally, 'Intermecliate centres' which although smaller in scale, have similar

characteristics to thi: core. In light of this, we conclude that government policy should

continue to be directed in such a way as to maximize the advantages of this current
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polycentric system of development, while ensuring that the negative impacts of this

growth are minimized.
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